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2x3

bw - "moment arm" of relative wind
(aft of vehicle c.g.)
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h - operating height
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P - pressure
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P oPt - total pressure
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PROGRESS REPORT
OF CONTRACT NONR 3173

GEM CONTROL SYSTEMS STUDY

l 1.0 INTRODUCTION

This report will include a summarization of that work

performed under Navy Contract NONR 3173 from November 1961, to

November 1962.

The AiResearch GEM Control Systems Study as it existed
W early if.1962- (as reported.in AP-5047-R, Ref erence 1) .

consisted of an analytical formulation upon which one could
1accurately predict the natural characteristics of virtually

any vehicle. This formulation was incorporated into a

digital computer program used to calculate the steady-state

characteristics and an analog computer-simulation that

accurately represented the vehicle in the transient modes

Lof pitch, roll, and heave.

i It could be considered.that the primary aim of the work

performed since the last progress report has been to establish

a complete analytical formulation of a typical ground effect

machine that would be fully controllable in 6 degrees of freedom.

The initial approach was of course completely general in

that it could apply to virtually any peripheral jet, compartmented-

base vehicle, Upon further study, however, it was found that

the analysis was growing far too complex for any practical

TI application However, defining a reference design vehicle and
making certain valid assumptions allowed th. formulation to be
radically simplified,

AP-5061-R
"i Page I
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In su nary, the efforts have been extended toward the
accomplishment of the following tasksg

(1) Simplification and linearization of the basic equations
of pitch, roll, and heave motion. Previously, there

existed in this formulation nonlinearities that were

shown to have very little effect upon the response of
the vehicle. These nonlinearities arose primarily
from the equations describing the transient behavior

of the base pressure. It is now assumed that the rate

of change of base pressure is zero--i.e., the new

pressure is reached instantaneously following a per-

turbation.

(2) Development of the remaining three equations of motion
for yaw, "forward flight," and "side slip" to complete

the 6 -degree-of-freedom simulation.

(3) Analytically describe the forces and moments that
partially comprise the above-mentioned equations of

motion and the former 3 degrees of freedom, arising

from aerodynamics due to relative wind.

(4) Development of an analytical representation of the

water dynamics beneath a vehicle, including the all-
important "hump" speed.

(5) Physically define a complete vehicle, including the
power source, the air-moving equipment, and the

propulsive means.

AP-5061- R
Page 2
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(6) Analytically describe the dynamics of the engine,TI fan-duct system, and propulsion propellers.

(7) A preliminary design and simulation of a suitable
control system, including the characteristics of the
system.

(8) Construction of pilots' controls that will provide
an electrical signal to the analog computer

following a control command input. This system
includes a pilot display of pitch angle, roll angle,

yaw angle (relative heading), yaw rate, forward velocity,
side velocity, and an x-y plot of position.

(9) Generate and perform a .test program in order tofl evaluate the over-all characteristics of the refer-
,- ence design vehicle

H
iJ

AP-5061-R
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2.0 ANALYSIS FORMULATION

HThe purpose of this section will be to discuss the steps

leading to the analytical formulation and analog computer

Bsimulation of the Reference Design Vehicle that is controllable
in 6 degrees of freedom. The appendices at the end of this

report contain complete derivations of the analytics involved

in the final formulation; therefore, no derivations will be
presented here,

2.1 Linearization and Simplification

In order to utilize the analytics as they existed at the

beginning of this phase of the study, it was first necessary

to make certain assumptions in order to reduce the complexity

pi of the over-all formulation.

2.1.1 Basic Simplifying Assumptions

(a) The base area is divided into four equal areas such

that Ai = AB/4. The four areas or compartments are

[defined by the stabilizing (compartmentation) jets

and the peripheral jets. This makes possible the

further assumption that at steady-state hover condi-

tions, the pressures (Pi) in all four compartments

(i) are equal.

Ii

AP-5061-Rii Page, 4
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Ii (b) The above-mentioned base compartment pressure is an
average steady-state value (Pi) plus a variation (pi).
The average steady-state value will be seen to be less
than the quantity Wc/AB by an amount that is equivalent
to the vertical thrust produced by the jets.

(c) The fan air flow (Qfi) is a steady-state value plus a
variation (qfi) °

(d) The products of variable terms in the jet flow equations
:; are neglected in the peripheral jet equations but are

retained in the compartment jet equations because of
relative magnitude,

(e) The effects of pitching, rolling, and heaving motions
upon the compartment jet heights are neglected (hik =)

(f) The rate of change of pressure in a compartment is zero--
that is, the new pressure level is reached instantaneously

-- following a perturbation. Previously, the simulationii -contained the equations for the rate of change of pressure
(P9o These equations had to be integrated in order tofreach the new pressure level. The rate of change of

pressure was so great that the actual integration could
not be done rapidly enough. For this reason the former

-- simulation was not in real time but had been "slowed
down" by a factor of 10. With the assumption that
pressure reaches its new value instantaneously, the
simulation is now in real time.

.

AP5061R
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(g) The peripheral jets are assumed to be always underfed.

(h) The compartment jets are assumed to be always overfed.

Equations (A-38), (A-39), and (A-4O) are the general equations
of-motion for heave, roll, and pitch, It is noted that they have

not only been simplified using the above assumptions but also that'
they have been normalized and linearized to a certain degree.

At this point the base configuration of the reference design

was introduced, and~the equations for the rate of change of.

pressure (1i), flow ( and and body motions were written

for this particular model,

In Section 3 of Appendix A the completely linear equations
of motion in pitch, roll, and heave are developed. It is noted
that Equations (A-92), (A-96), and (A-1O0) present the variations
in heave, pitch, and roll due to fan flow variations and surface
disturbances.

202 Six-Degree-of-Freedom Equations

Appendix B contains the development of the equations of

motion in 6 degrees of freedom. Section 1 of Appendix B shows*..
the general equations of motion of a body free to translate in
three dimensions and rotate about 3 body-fixed axes. In order
to simplify these equations, it is assumed that the origin of Ii
the body-fixed axis system coincides with the center of mass

and also that the body fixed axes are the principal axes (those
axes about which the products of inertia go to zero).

I!i
AP-5061-R
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The primary concern of Section 2 is the analytical description

of the external forces and moments that act on the vehicle inI F "flight." These forces and moments will arise from .the following:

(1) Propeller Thrust - The reference design vehicle has

as its primary source of propulsion two variable-pitch
propellers mounted on the "stern" of the craft. These

propellers, when manipulated together, provide thrust

B for forward flight ,°and braking. When operated differen-

1. tially they provide a moment about the vertical axis for
,I. yawing. The propellers also produce a pitching moment

about the lateral (y) axis.

1. (2) Pitching and Rollin, - These motions about the longi-

tudinal and lateral axes produce forward and side forces

resulting from components of lift. The force in the

lateral direction due to rolling the craft will be theI '1only force available in this direction other than aero-

dynamic forces.

(3) External Aerodynamics - The vehicle is subjected to a

3number of forces and moments arising from external

aerodynamics. These aerodynamic forces become appreci-
able only when the vehicle travels at-high speed. They

are, however, analytically described over the full

range of speeds. They are shown to affect the following

ii areas,

(a) Lift - at forward speed the cushion is augmented

due to an aerodynamic lift.

AP-5061-R
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(b) This lift acts forward of the craft center of

gravity, therefore producing a pitching moment. I

(c) Stability in the yaw mode is achieved by aero-

dynamic forces acting aft of the center of gravity,

thus producing yaw moments that tend to restore the

craft to a longitudinal translation.

(d) Parasite drag or air friction produces a force

that resists motion. [
(e) An induced pressure occurs around the periphery of

the vehicle which can be considered as a variation in

the "ambient" pressure which will, in turn, produce

slight variations in base pressure.

(f) Momentum drag results from a combination of forward

vel city and the air flow to the fans. At forward "
or side flight the air mass that is directed into
the fan intakes is forced to change direction, which H
produces a rather large drag force on the craft0 H

As the exact shape and configuration of the vehicle are

not established, it is pointed out that many of the

parameters such as lift and drag coefficients, thrust

characteristics of the propellers, and internal aero-

dynamics are, only estimates based upon preliminary

calculations by the Aerodynamics Group.

I?

AP-5061-R
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f(4) Wind - To study the handling characteristics of the
vehicle in a cross wind, the term "relative wind" is

Bseen to include both the effects of flight and wind.

The final six equations of motion are full range equations
such that with the proper input commands the vehicle can be

maneuvered throughout a full range of operations. It is noted

that these equations no longer contain the terms describing an

ocean wave moving beneath the craft. The effects of these waves

on a vehicle were described inthe April, 1962, progress report

(AP-5047-R)o In the present simulation, however, it was impossible
to include these terms, due to a shortage of electronic multipliers

in the analog computer.

2.3 Surface Deflections, Base Pressure Variations and Effects of
Water Dynamics upon Body Motions in the Transient

2.3,l The simulation of a vehicle capable of maneuvering over

water would be incomplete without a description of the water
surface dynamics due to the presence of a pressure area (vehicle's

P! cushion pressure) over the surface.

- J J. Stoker* has presented the general solution of the

deflection of the water surface in a free stream flowing beneath
a pressure area of a finite length. Stoker's solution is in the

form of an integral of an analytic function as presented in

Appendix C.

* Reference 3

AP-5061-R
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In order to determine the surface displacement at discrete

points over the length of the pressure area, it was necessary to

integrate the function. However, integration of the function

yielded not elementary functions but rather an infinite power

series upon successive integration by parts, For this reason
it was necessary to perform a numerical integration. After

defining the integrals and their paths, Simponson's rule was

applied to the functions which, with the aid of a digital com-

puter program, yielded a set of surface shapes that were a function

of the free-stream velocity and applied pressure.

This method of solution was, of course, far too complex and

lengthy to be of any practical use other than as a comparison.

Therefore, an equation was introduced that very closely approxi-

mated those surface shapes calculated by the computer, using the

exact solution., This equation can be thought of as a traveling

wave of fixed shape moving with the craft. From this equation two

expressions were obtained. One gives the mean vertical displace-
ment as a function of forward velocity, while the other gives the

mean slope of the water surface as a function of forward speed.

The water slope, as it may be considered a disturbance, will

be included in the pitch equation, This is the term that analyti-

cally describes the "hump" that is developed beneath and in front

of a vehicle as it accelerates from hover to cruise speed.

The second of the expressions, that gives the mean displace-

ment of the surface, will be used only as a descriptive term in a

frequency-modifying term.

AP-5061-R
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tIL 2.3,2 Relative wind, the combination of vehicle and wind

velocities relative to the surface produces induced pressures

around the periphery of a vehicle. For example, while the vehicle

is traveling forward at high speeds, a high-pressure area is pro-

duced at the front of the vehicle due to the velocity "head" and

a low-pressure area is created around the sides and rear of the

craft. This effect, or the variation in ambient pressure around
the jets causes variations in base pressure.

BSection 2.0 of Appendix C presents the expressions that
analytically show the effect upon body motions of these varying

ambientso

1 2.3.3 As a vehicle pitches, rolls, or heaves while hovering or

traveling at low speed, the surface of the water tends to "follow"

the motion of the vehicle. This is caused, for example, when the

nose pitches down and the pressure beneath the nose momentarily

rises, causing an increased depression of the water surface. In

effect, this produces a decrease in the "cushion spring rate"

U resulting in a lower natural frequency.

Section 3.0 in Appendix C presents the derivation of this
! frequency-modifying term for the three motion modes of pitch,

roll, and heave. It should be noted that as forward speed increases,

the effect of water dynamics upon body motion diminishes. The pre-

viously mentioned term for the mean displacement is seen to be a

function of forward speed, and it is further noted that this term

approaches zero as speed increases. Therefore, this term is used

to make the frequency-modifying term a function of forward velocity

as seen in Section 3.0 of Appendix C.

_ AP-5061-R
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2.14 Reference Design Vehicle F
As mentioned previously, the complete simplification,

linearization, and normalization of the formulation partially [
depended upon defining a reference design vehicle. This section

will present the following information regarding the reference

design vehicle:

(a) Physical description, including shape and

general configuration. (Figure 2-1)

(b) Air-moving equipment, including power supply,

cushion, propulsive fans, and propellers.

(c) Control system philosophy.

(d) Summary of the parameters and functions used

in simulation.

214.1 The base planform is rectangular and symmetrical about

the x and y axes. The periphery is defined by peripheral jets

that are directed down and inward at a 450 angle with the

vertical. The base is divided into four equal areas by the

compartmentation or stabilizing jets which are directed verti-

cally downward. It is assumed that the center of pressure of

each compartment is located at its geometric center.

The jets themselves are divided into four groups, each

of which defines a compartment. The air flow to these jets is

supplied by one fan located above the compartment. With this

scheme the flow and subsequently the pressure in any one com-

partment is controlled by varying the flow to the fan itself.

iU
AP-5061-R
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i The external. shape of the vehicle is streamlined as much

T as possible with the only major obstructions being the fan in-

lets, cockpit, and ducted propellers mounted on the stern above
the deck of the vehicle.

2A.02 The power supply consists of a pair of gas turbine

I engines which drive two fans and one ducted propeller each.

The engines are basically constant speed with a droop-type

IjJ~ governor. The speed may be manually adjusted by means of a

fine speed set point. This adjustment is provided so that the

I pilot may trim in roll and heave by adjusting the engine speed.

The "lifting" fans are radial-flow, constant-speed fans

which discharge into ducts leading to the proper jets. Control

of the air flow is achieved by varying inlet guide vanes directly

Iupstream of the fans.

I iPropulsion is obtained by variable-pitch, ducted propellers
mounted on the stern o.f the vehicle. Each propeller is driven at

a constant speed by a separate engine.

2.4 0 3 Control System

The basic control. system consists of the following pilot-

operated components

(a) Pitch Control - is achieved by differentially

controlling the pressure in the two front
compartments versus the two rear compartments.

- Pressure changes are achieve' by varying the
air flow to the compartmentb. Variable pitch

[AP-5061-R
Page 13
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inlet guide vanes upstream of the fans provide

control over the air flow to the fans. The pilot

then can cause the vehicle to pitch by changing

the position of the inlet guide vanes. Pitch trim

is obtained by a separate fine adjustment of the

inlet guide vaneso

(b) Roll Control - is achieved in exactly the same

manner as pitch except, of course, the two port com-

partments are controlled differentially with the two

starboard compartments. Roll trim is achieved by
adjustment of the fine speed set point on the engines.

(c) Heave Control - It is not anticipated that continuous

control over heave will be desirable. Therefore, con-
trol will be achieved by adjustment of the fine speed

set point on the engines.

I

(d) Fore and Aft Speed Control - is achieved by collec-

tively changing the pitch on the two ducted propel-
lers0 A small amount of additional fore and aft

"thrust" is obtained by pitching the vehicle and thus

obtaining a fore and aft component of lift.

(e) "Side Slip" Control - Translation in a side-ways
direction is achieved by rolling the vehicle and thus

obtaining the component of lift0 This is a small

force, however, since high speeds in the side direction
are neither anticipated nor desirable.

(f) Yaw Control - is achieved by differentially
manipulating the pitch on the ducted propellers.

AP-5061-R
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2.4.4 Reference Design Parameters (See Fig. 2-1)

Physical Dimensions

AB = 1593 ft2

PW = 78,140 lb

Sx  = ,o86 x io lb ft2

Iy = 8.786 x 106 lb ft2

flI z  = 10.0 x 10 e  b ft 2

a = 27 feet

b = 59 feet

Z = 9 feet

p11ap 7 feet

"a =o.842

=657

Assumed Parameters

cD = 0007

c = oo8

'QA =  73 percent

) "O 67 percent

w

I Xa = 14.75 feet

Ya = 6.75 feet

AP-5061-R
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01operating Conditions (Steady State)

h = 18 feet

PI = P2 = PS = P4  = 45 lb/ft 2

H Pio = 40.11 lb/ft
2

V. = 196.65 ft/sec (all jets)

p 0.002425 lb sec2 /ft 4

Qf = Qf2  QfS Qf4  4692.9 ft3/sec

Q1 = Q2 =Q Q4 = 4222.9 ft 3 /sec

Q12 = Q34 = 294.97 ft 3 /sec.

Q14 = Q2s = 543o36 ft2/sec

X l = 0o9156 (page 8) Appendix A

p = 09696 (page 5) Appendix A

Fzi = 4.447 (page 4) Appendix A'

Bio = 0.4277 (page 4) Appendix A

K KKA = 0,6563 (page 14 of AP-5047-R, Appendix A)

Miscellaneous Parameters

fi 00,Qfi 9ftsec

p P lb/ft=
!2.

11 (The variation of fan flow with base pressure)

HAP-5061-R
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Tr1  = 0.00426 sec

72 = 0.187 sec

W b
2

C
3- = 3.87

y
Wca 2

Cu = 2.307
x

a
R---= 0.3139

b
b = 0.686

F= 1.477

X-b = 10.76 i/seC2

a- = 13.79 1/sec2

Wc - 0.8162

1GSsine = 0.0982

+ w ) - - 0.1633

F1 = 0.819

AP-5061-R
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Pitch Equation Components (e)

= 5.25 rad/sec

1e = 0.311

HQfi

[1 3Qf = 17.89 1/sec2

Z gbWp yh = 21o12 I/sec2

41yh

2[ = 12.06 1/sec2

~bi PgABb

= 23.78

H CL~a + (a+b2a ri)~

2U Ke = 0o258 (1 + c 2 sina cosa) = 0.258 fl (Ux)

f2 UX 6 " , cosa,)

Ii AP- 506l-R
Page 19
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Roll Equation Components ( )

3.93 rad/sec

= O182

= 0.5065

W2  = 7.82 1/sec2

6 Qf i

pgABa 3 b4hl -6.49
x

CL Ya+ 0.65a 0.0335
a 4(a+b + 2b )

K = 0.247 (1 + E - 2 sina, cosa) 0.247 f. (Ux )

Heave Equation Components (z)

z = 3.95 rad/sec

Cz = 0.307

S= 0.426

fi
2

CU = 6.647 i/sec2
z fi

Kz = 0.276 (1 + e - 2sna cosa) = 0.276 fl (Ux )z a

AP-5061-R
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H Fore-Aft Equation Components (x)

D2W B 0.00328 i/ftHA c

qF pg

a[1 = 045 8

[ = 0.546 1!sec'

I f = 0.0333 1/sec2

Side Slip Equation Components (Y)

CD pg AB b
2W = 0.00328 1/ft

QF P g

= 0.01875 1./sec

- 2.185

Ihg = 0.159 1/sec2

a2

Yaw Equation Components,. -(V)

We ga = 0.881 1/sec 2

21

cD pg AB b bw a

1AP-5061-R Page 21
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2.4.5 Control System Parameters

Let: xi = inlet guide vane angle

ec = pitch command input angle

0c = roll command input angle

Assumed Control System Functions

Flow to Inlet Guide Vane Angle

qi= - ai

=Qi ft3/sec
deg (input)

Pitch

cL 1= - 1 i+T )O
c cp6ai

=o- (i + T s) c
c cp

ai i
a2 7- T I +Tc 7 S) Oc

6ai

CL4 e
=e T (+ 7 s) c

c cp

AP-506l-R
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LOOOut tr-
deg (input)

=001 sec (10 rad/sec lag)

48

q2 48
I _. " =- I + 0oi ) ec

Sqs 
_- +48

Sq4 4

Roll )a

aoc  (1 + -rp s) Oc

a 01 1
.= (i+r s) c

+ cp

Ii I

I - (1C + Tcp s) C

6a 0o214 deg (output)

deg ( input)

"lc = 0.1 sec (10 rad/sec lag)

AP-56-R
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q2

Heave

It is assumed that a change in engine sq~4 ost point
is instantaneous following the pilot command (Z )

C

Yaw

Denote A3 as propeller pitch angle and *pas

the pilot command

4- deL} utu

Tpc p eg inputi

The control is assumed to have a 10 rad/sec lag.

(Tc=0.1 sec)

Forward Velocity

Denote x c as pilot command for forward velocity

- = 0.89 deg output)

=0.1sec

A-P-5o6l--R
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2.4.6 Engine and Fuel Control

H The engines are shaft turbine engines with a free-type

power turbine. They are in the 1300 to 1600 hp class.

In order to eliminate the complex representation of such

[1 an engine and its fuel control, it was assumed that the

simplified system as shown in Figure 2-2 was sufficient for

this purpose,

The particular parameters for this system are given below.

.Wf ___

)N rpm

SNGP rm
;Wf l s~3-r

11 ~r'1JP ft/lb
Np - .o4471 rpm

At f t /I

;Nt rpm

J =0905 ft lb sec 2  (Total inertia of rotating

machinery referred to output shaft of engine)

fc = 0 5 sec

TGP isec

AP-5o6-R
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24.07 Miscellaneous Gains and Functions

K Gains-

Load horsepower to fan flow

I! Fan flow to turbine speed

N- =0.207 it!s-2
6N t rpm

Load torque to load horsepower

"- QL f/
3, 0.2387 ftj-b

Note: This assumes constant engine speed.H
Functions:

ii Thrust (T) for a ducted propeller is a function of

propeller pitch angle (g), forward velocity (L-X) and

engine speed (Nt). For purposes of this simulation it

was assumed that T3 vs AL could be represented as shown in

Figure 2-3o For a given propeller pitch angle the correspond-

ing is then obtained from the following:

APg5061-R
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i'(19 O5 68I) T1 .1,--- NXNt (t - to]

where Nto is the steady state operating speed.

Nt 0.485 x 10-5 I/rpm

The shaft horsepower absorbed in producing the required

thrust is given in Figure 2-4.o

U

I1

AP-5061-R
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S3.0 DESCRIPTION OF GM CONTROL STATION DESIGN

KThe purpose of designing and building a GEK-control station
was threefold:

1. To provide the physical means for analog simulation

Fof GEM handling.

2. To determine the specific performance characteristics
of the GEM model under study.

3. To provide a test setup for selecting the best suited

control station arrangement.

The functions to be controlled by the operator are:

(a) Yaw

F' (b) Roll

(c) Pitch

(d) Fore and aft power

(e) Hover height

In order to satisfy point 3, a total of six control units

have been incorporated in the design. Figure 3.1 shows the control
station that has been designed and built to simulate the control
arrangement of a cockpit.

Ii"

A.P-5o6l-R
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Manual controls to serve the control functions are incor-

porated in a pivoted column headed by a steering wheel. To

accomplish the desired control functions this device can be

manipulated by

(a) Moving the entire column fore and back (Fig. 3.4)

(b) Swinging the wheel about the pivot axis of the

column (Fig0 3.4)

(c) Rotating the wheel about its own axis (Fig. 3.2)

An alternative means of steering is given by a foot-operated

treadle (Fig. 3-5)0

Two lever type positioners have been provided to take care

of the less frequently operated controls of the vehicle (Fig. 3.2).

The mechanical input signals will be converted into pro-

portional voltage signa':' by 20 ko2 potentiometers which are for

trimming purposes connected in series with an adjustable potentio-

meter of 2 ki.

The potentiometers are rotated by a pulley about which a wire

attached to the control handle is wound. An equalizing extension

spring eliminates any backlash..

The frame of the control station has been designed to accommodate

any kind of seat--i.e., an ordinary chair for the operator of the

simulator (Fig0 3.6).

To enable adjustment of the relative steering wheel position,

the respective bars have been hinged to permit relocation of the

steering wheel column (Fig. 303). L

AP-5061-R
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F4.0 TEST RESULTS

The six degrees of freedom analog computer simulation of

a completely controlled reference GEM has two purposes. The

first is to demonstrate the analytical evaluation of GEM's

generally. The second is to show what characteristics will

f 1 be attained by the reference design. The vehicle character-

istics have been classified under (1) natural motions,
(2) response to commands, and (3) controllability.

Natural motions are the transient motions of the vehicle

with locked controls following a disturbance such as a sudden

change in a control imput. Response to commands means how

much and how fast a given vehicle attitude or velocity changesnfollowing a control input which commands this change. Con-
trollability means how well a human operator can drive or pilot

the vehicle through a prescribed or desired maneuver.

The manner in which specific data was obtained will be

discussed below as the data is presented.

I[] 11.1 Natural Motions

The natural motions that were recorded are heave, pitch,

roll, and yaw motions. The condition simulated was that of a

vehicle over smooth water responding to step changes in pilot

commands. Particular attention was given to the coupling of
forward speed to pitch, side motion to roll, and yaw to side

I jvelocity.

AP-5061.-R
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4.loi Heave

In the reference vehicle, hovering height is controlled by

engine speed. This is done, in preference to inlet guide vane

changing, to keep the engines at an efficient operating point.

This means that the control command for a new hovering height

is a change of engine speed set point.

Figure 4-1 shows some typical curves of engine speed and

vehicle height following a step change in engine speed set

point. It is seen that 6 to 8 seconds is required for the

height to change, that there is no noticeable overshoot, and

that height follows engine speed very closely, The transfer

functions for the engine and vehicle show the engine speed
response to set point to have a second-order lag at 0°64
radian per second with a damping ratio of 0.83o This is the

slow transient seen in the traces (Figure 4-1). The vehicle
response to fan flow changes has a second-order lag at 3 to 4

radians per second with a damping ratio of 0.31. Since the

vehicle is faster than the engine, it would be expected to

follow the engine speed rather closely--as seen in the traces.

Thus, how fast vehicle height can be changed is limited by the

engine response,

The traces also show the steady-state gain variation with

forward velocity, The traces show the following gains in feet
per 100-rpm speed change:

Velocity, fps 0 20 5 0
Gain, ft per 100 rpm 0.21 0.24 0.14

This change is primarily due to the change in effective water

surface stiffness with forward speed.

AP-5061-R
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41.12 Pitch

The pilot controls pitch by means of differential inlet

guide vanes. Figures 4-2(a), (b), and (c) show pitch angle,

vehicle height changes, and forward velocity vs time following

a pitch command. Two things can be seen from these traces.

The first is the frequency and damping of pitch (and heave).

oscillations. The second is the influence of pitch on forward.

speed.

From the traces, the natural frequencies and damping ratios

appear to be the following:

Speed 0 .20 fps 40 fps

cL. 3.93 4.7 4o62

h 0.42 -

The sloping curve at 20 and 40 fps as the oscillations damp out

precludes any reasonable determination of the damping ratio.

However, it is interesting to note that the natural pitching

frequency over a hard surface with no coupling effects is 5025

radians per second with a 0.31 damping ratio. At hover, Figure

4-2(a), the frequency is nearer the natural frequency of heave

motions, which is 3°95 radians per second, At 20 and 40 fps,

pitch still has a strong effect on height but the frequency is

nearer that of natural pitch oscillationso

The forward-speed traces show speed to be affected by pitch.

However, the effect is seen primarily as the result of pro-

longed pitching in one direction, The oscillations seen in both

the pitch and the height traces are virtually undetectable in the

AP-5061-R
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speed traces. In Figure 4-2(a) the speed change is almost linear

with time when the pitch angle is constant.o This is the ex-

pected result of constant acceleration, since there is virtually

no aerodynamic drag below 10 fps. The slope of these curves

indicates an acceleration rate of about 0,045 .g when the pitch

angle is about 3 degrees, or 0.052 radian, In Figure 4-2(b)

and (c), accelerations are not as readily seen due to the

variation of slope with time, However, where points were

checked, the slope changes were found to be very nearly equal

1 to the pitch angle changes in radians.

ti

Ii

[1
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4 1. 3 Roll

Figure 4-3 shows roll angle and sidewise displacement vs
time as roll oscillations die out naturally. To see the(1 oscillation of side motions due to roll oscillations it was

necessary to run the traces simultaneously on two x-y plotters.
The figure shown is a composite of the two plots. The run was
made by putting in a full positive roll command followed by
a full negative roll command and ;*toring the roll command

to zero. As seen in the figure, this effectively "rocks the
boat" with an amplitude of a few degrees. The frequency of
oscillation determined from these traces (at hover) is 3.3
radians per second with 0.22 damping ratio. Over a hard sur-

-Ii face the frequency and damping ratio would have been 3.93
radians per second and 0.18, respectively,

Figure 4-3 also shows that side motion is 6scillatory
when the roll angle oscillates. However, the amplitudes shownIon the traces are less than 0.05 feet (0.6 inch) for the
indicated roll amplitudes of about 4 degrees0  As the ampli-

[1 tude decreases the side displacement lags the roll angle by
very nearly 1.800. This means that during roll motions the
center of rotation is not at the center of gravity but is
rather above it by the ratio of side displacement amplitude

II to roll amplitude. Although these amplitudes are not easily

obtained from damped transient data, the center of rotation
appears to be about 0°7 foot above the center of gravity. It

II is expected that this distance would be iildependent of gross
weight. Theoretically, it should be g/C a2 for harmonic

H] rolling motions. This gives 2,93 feet at the natural fre-
quency of 3.31 radians per aecond.

IIP
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i 4.1.4 Yaw

The curves shown in Figure 4-4 show the vehicle in a

"fishtailing" motion. The GEM was first broughtup to a

steady speed and then a yaw command was given. After a

suitable yaw rate was obtained, the yaw command was reduced

to zero. The subsequent yaw oscillations are due to aero-

dynamic moment resulting from side velocity. The curves show

that yaw causes a transfer of velocity from Ux to Uy and vice
versa. They also show the period of oscillation to be con-

siderably less at 100 fps than at 50 fps forward speed. At

50 fps one period of side motion (beginning at 19 fps) re-

quired about 84 seconds, At 100 fps one period of side

motion (beginning at 17 fps) required only about 58 seconds.

It is seen also that the period gets longer as the amplitude

of side velocity decreases. This is the expected result, since

the aerodynamic forces are proportional to the square of the

velocity.

L i

1 AP-5061-R
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4°2 Response to Commands

11 I4.2.1 Acceleration and Braking

The data in Table 4-1 was obtained by accelerating and
Ibraking the GEM with full forward thrust and full reverse

thrust commands. A straight-line course was used.

Speed Range Acceleration Braking

aA aTime Dist, AV Time Dist. AV
feet/second (sec.) (feet) (g-units) (sec.) (feet) (g-units)

U 0 to 17,7 4.4 40 0.2.25 18.o 150 0.03

o to 47,5 16.28 46o o0o9 318 600 o.o45

[ 49,5 to 94.4 38.6 3000 0M035 19.6 14O0 0.070

oIo 0 to 4o lo.8 250 0o115 38o0 670 0.033

0 to 74.4 270 1250 0o085 61.2 2000 0.038

TABLE 4-1 ACCELERATION AND BRAKING DATA

The first row in Table 4-1 shows the low-speed acceleration
capability The indication is a maximum accelerating thrust of

- 0.125 g, or 12,5 percent of the vehicle gross weighto This
amounts to about 10,000 pounds. The maximum braking thrust is
0,03 g, or 2400 pounds, The second row, which gives acc0elration
and braking through the "hump" speed, indicates less average

thrust for accelerating but more for braking, The effect of
water surface response to vehicle motion is seen in the pitch
attitude. The computer traces from which the data in Row 2 was
taken are reproduced in Figure 4-5.

AP-5061-R
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Consider now the pitch angle and forward-speed traces
in Figure 4-5o When thrust is first applied (at zero forward

speed) the water surface is essentially flat and the vehicle
pitches nose down due to the thrust vector being considerably

above the center of gravity. The nose-down attitude adds to

the forward thrust. As speed increases, the wake develops with
.a wave crest forming at the nose and a trough toward the rear

of the GEM. The result is a nose-up pitch attitude as the
vehicle follows the surface slope. The GEM begins to pitch
upward when the speed is about 16 feet per second and reaches
its highest nose-up attitude (about 3 degrees) when the velocity
is about 25 feet per second. This is seen to be the lowest

slope or minimum acceleration point on the particular curves
shown. After this the GEM..gets over. the hump and begins to
run ahead of the wake so that it feels an increasingly flat

surface. The pitch angle is essentially zero when the velocity
reaches 44 feet per second. At this speed it is also seen that
the slope begins to decrease as speed increases, showing that

the aerodynamic drag begins to be significant. The third
row in Table 4-1 shows that due to aerodynamic drag (including
thrust loss due to forward speed) the average accelerating thrust
from 50 to 95 feet per second is only.0.035 g, or about one

fourth of that available at low speeds. Braking, however, is
helped considerably at high speeds. It is seen that the vehicle
can slow down twice as fast as it can accelerate from 50 to 95

feet per second.

AP-5061-R
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ii The data in the last two rows of Table 4-1 were taken

to show the extent to which water surface response affects

acceleration and braking. It is seen that the average

ii acceleration from 0 to 40 feet per second is 0.09 g compared

with 0.115 g when the surface response is included. The

figures in these two rows may be taken as "over land" values.
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4.2.2 Side Motions

Side velocity is controlled only by rolling the GEM.

The roll angle attainable is determined by the maximum ex-

cursion of the inlet guide vanes and is about 0°03 radian

or 1.72 degrees. At this roll angle the GEM was accelerated

sideways at various forward velocities. The results are
summarized in Table 4=2

Ux Uy Range Time aAV aAV/
(fps) (rad) (fps) (sec.) G-Units

0 0.030 0 to +10 12,5 0.025 0o83

+10 to -10 21o8 0.0285 0.95

0 to +20 31o8 0,0195 065

4 +20 to 0 15,6 oo4o 1.33

4o 0,022 0 to +10 18 0,0173 0079

+20 to 0 25 0.025 114

60 0.019 0 to +10 13,5 0.023 1.21

+20 to 0 28,5 0,022 1.16

80 0.022 +20 to 0 27,5 0.023 1.05

SIDE MOTIONS

TABLE 4-2

f 1 AP- 5061 -R
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The data in Table 4-2 shows several characteristics of side

motions, The zero forward-velocity data shows that more

acceleration is available for reducing than for increasing

velocities. This is the expected result due to aerodynamic

drag. It shows also that acceleration decreases as velocity

increases. The maximum attainable-side velocity is about 20

feet per second. This appears to be about the hump speed.

However, it actually is the result of a balance between side

force due to roll and side aerodynamic drag, because the water

surface response due to side motions was not included in the

analog computer simulation.

The variation of side acceleration with speed appears to

be somewhat erratic. The traces indicate that side velocity

has a somewhat oscillatory character when forward velocity is

present, Figure 4-6 has been included to show this. The

reason for this somewhat erratic side velocity is that the

center of pressure for side drag is aft of the center of gravity,

causing the craft to yaw, and yawing causes an additional side

acceleration due to coupling with forward velocity. The operator

attempted to hold yaw rate zero during this test and succeeded

in causing it to oscillate about the zero yaw rate point. The

result is that the side accelerations due to roll only could

not be separated from the coupling effects, Therefore, the data

in Table 4-2 at forward velocities can, at best, show trends only.

It appears that side acceleration is not much affected by forward

speed except through yaw.

Although pilot opinions will be discussed in Section 6, it

is worth mentioning here that most pilots would prefer to have

more side force available for maneuvering purposes.
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4.2.3 Holding Course in a Wind

Since the GEM has no solid connection with the surface,

it is very susceptible to being blown off course by surface
winds. Two means are available for coping with undesirable

wind effects. The first is to roll into the wind so that the

side force due to base pressure equals the side drag. The

second is to yaw the GEM into the wind so that a component

of the thrust vector balances the side aerodynamic force.

The main forces involved in rolling into the wind are

illustrated in Figure 4-7.

' FW

W~W

ROLLING INTO A WIND

FIGURE 4-7

In performing this maneuver it was found, as expected, that the
pilot had no particular difficulty holding zero side speed rela-

tive to the ground in side winds of 10 and 20 feet per second

(fps). This test was run at 0, 10 fps, and 20 fps forward

velocities. In some cases the pilot held zero side velocity
from the start; in others the GEM was allowed to drift with the
wind velocity. It was then rolled into the wind to reduce the
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velocity to zero, much as in the side acceleration runs mentioned

[j previously, The traces, in fact, closely resemble those shown

in Figure 4-6 if they are interpreted in terms of air speed rather

than ground speed, Another effect that should be noted here is

that a small differential thrust is needed to prevent yaw due to

the aerodynamic moment. This again is similar to the "side

acceleration" runs in that the pilot tends to generate slow

oscillations in finding the proper yaw command.

The main forces involved in yawing into the wind are

.1illustrated in Figure 4-.8o

U y Fx(U, + V, sin

UX
Vw Fy (UY + Vw cos

a) VOLOCITIES b) FORCES

SUy V14 COS ?p

Ux

C) RESULTANT VOLOCITIES

YAWING INTO A WIND

I (1FIGURE 4-8
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Figure 4-8(b) shows the forces as they are simulated on the

computer. Since the drag force F is colinear with the thrust,

Tp + T., these two forces must be equal for constant velocity UX .
That is

If UX = const then Tp + Ts = FX

Furthermore, since there is only one force in the Y direction

it must be zero for constant velocity. This means that

Uy = -Vw cos* if Uy constant

The result of these two conditions is that the resultant

velocity will also be constant but may not be in the desired
direction. In any case,

UR =/Ux + Vw cos '*

a = W .tan- Vw  cosUX

The conditions that UR have a prescribed'value U and be directed

perpendicular to the wind are the following:

(a) a = o or U X tan* = vw cosP

(b) UR= Vw cosp cos21 + sin$ V- w

sinei, tanp

Vw
That is tan* w
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(c) T + T s = F (U cos* + Vw sin*)

Attempts to fly a straight course in a wind without rolling

indicate that it can be done but that it takes several minutes
to find the proper control setting beLause of the slow yaw

transients, It was considered a commendable feat when a pilot

* succeeded in holding a fixed position in space by yawing the

craft 90 degrees into a 40-fps wind. Subsequent experience in

flying prescribed.courses further pointed out the difficulty

of controlling yawing position with the long transient times

involved. It is suggested at this point that greater yaw

stability be built into future designs. Physically, this

means more vertical stabilizer area, Analytically, it means
moving the center of pressure farther aft. It was located

6 feet behind the center of gravity (about 10 percent of the

vehicle length) in the simulation discussed here.

U 4.2o4 Turning

Turning is done for the purpose of altering the vehicle

heading or course, Vehicle heading is controlled by yawing.

However, unlike an automobile, a GEM can yaw while moving in

a given direction without noticeably changing its course. The*

strong tendency to sideslip requires that side force as well as

yaw moment be used in turning. The yaw capability built into

the simulation was limited to a maximum rate of 10 degrees per

second. This is not realistic for a real vehicle because the
limiting yaw rate will vary with forward speed due to aerodynamic

changes and changing thrust gain, The changing gains, however,

were realistically simulated. The required pilot input at zero
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propeller thrust is high due to low propeller gain. The required

pilot input at high velocities is high due to increased yaw
stability. At moderate speeds the yaw gain in response to

pilot commands is maximum.

Three turning situations were used to demonstrate turning

capability. The first was yawing in place (zero linear

velocities), The second was coordinated turning (zero sideslip).

The third was a sideslipping turn with Ux approximately equal

to Uyo Yawing in place is governed by the built-in yaw rate
limit of 10 degrees per second. Therefore the minimum time

to turn 1.80 degrees is 18 seconds. With a yaw rate meter the

pilot can readily hold any desired steady yaw rate.

A coordinated turn is illustrated in Figure 4-9.

PATH

FIGURE 4-9. COORDINATED TURN

In this turn, Uy 0 and the yaw rate is related to forward

velocity and radius of curvature by

d UX
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In order to perform such a turn, a centripetal force must be

applied to the vehicle. The magnitude of this force is

W w U 2I Wc R2 W cx

Fy =9- = --- *

Since there is no sideslip, F must be supplied by roil only.
y

From Section 40202 the maximum side acceleration is 0.03 g.

Therefore, the minimum radius of curvature for coordinated

turns should be

R =x 3  1.036 Ux 2 feet.i R = .83 g

!h The computer runs show a slightly smaller radius than this.

'pThese are shown in Table 4-3.

FORWARD TURNING RADIUS

SPEED COMPUTER EQUATION

12 FPS 145 FT 149 FT

20 FPS 405 FT 414 FT

TABLE 4-3. COORDINATED TURN RADIUS
WITH MAXIMUM ROLL COMMAND

The computer traces from which the data in Table 4-3 were

taken are reproduced in Figure 4-1,0.
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A sideslipping turn is illustrated in Figure 4-11

PATH U FN F

UV FN X
U

'B FIGURE i+-ll. SIDESLIPPING TURN

In this turn, there is side force due to roll and sideslip. The

centripetal force, which is normal to the resultant velocity U,

is given by

FN =F X sina + Fy Cos

The tangential force is

FT = FX Cos a - F sin a

If the magnitudes of the velocities are constant, then FT must

be zero, giving Fx = Fy tan a and

FN = Fy sec a

The resulting radius of curvature will beR, WC  U2
I
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Numerous constant U and 2 sideslipping turns were executed.

It was found quite difficult to control sideslip anile. Ve.Lcity,

sideslip angle, and turning radius for several of these turns

are listed in Table 4-4.

TANGENTIAL SIDESLIP TURNING
VELOCITY ANGLE RADIUS FN/Wc

18.2 fps 570 130 ft 0.0792

20o9 570 167 0.0813

22.2 540 195 00786

23.3 550 215 00785
25.3 510 254 0.0783

27.3 490 298 0'0777

30.3 460 374 00763

33.6 450 472 00743

TABLE 4-4. SIDESLIPPING TURNS

In Table 4-4 it is seen that a 20o9-fps turn can be made

with a radius of 167 feet. The minimum coordinated turn radius

at 20 fps was 405 feet. A sideslipping turn with this radius

can be made at a speed in excess of 30 feet per second. Table
4-4 also shows an effective centripetal force equal to 0.075

to 0,080 Wc for sideslipping turns, whereas the value for

coordinated turns is only 0.03 Wco It is apparent that over

half of this is due to the centripetal component of propulsion.

Figure 4-12 shows the computer trace from which the 20.9 and
22v2-fps points were taken,
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4.3 Controllability

4.3.1 Introduction

The attempt has been made to evaluate seriously a vehicle
being controlled by a human operator. However excellent the

simulation may be in repxoducing or predicting natural vehicle

motions, response to winds and waves, or reaction to a control

command, it falls short insofar as it fails to give some answers to
the obvious question, "Can a man really pilot this vehicle into
a harbor and dock it without endangering other small craft in

the area?" If the simulation can give answers to such basic
questions, it will be of real value in evaluating proposed

vehicles and proposed control systems. It is felt that the
results described in this section show:

(a) That the present simulation gives considerable insight

into the practical aspects of designing controllable

GEM's and

(b) That additional work is needed in giving the pilot
an immediate realistic feeling for vehicle motions

as they occur,

Several problems are encountered in trying to put a human

operator in command of a vehicle.

(a) The vehicle must be controllable,

For the reference GEM an analysis was performed

to determine the most feasible means of providing

pitch control, side force, propulsion, braking, and
yaw moments.
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(b) The pilot must have, at his control station, physical

hardware with which he commands the various vehicle

inputs.

{ A rudimentary control station was constructed

as described in Section 3. It has been called a
f"universal control station" because most of the

pilot motions that are normally found in vehicles

have been included without designating the particular

pilot motion that controls each vehicle input.

(c) The pilot must be continuously informed of vehicle

motions, attitudes, locations, etc.

Initial trial runs, which were made to check

out the program, used a standard X-Y plotter for

course plotting, a Sanborn 8-channel recorder for

speeds, heading, etc., and one or two dial meters,

During these initial runs it was found difficult to

keep track of heading and yaw rate, so that the GEM

tended to spin in rather tight loops. It was found

that a yaw rate meter helped the operator very much.

The final pilot display employed six meters, showing

pitch angle, roll angle, forward velocity, side

velocity, heading (7) and yaw rate, and an X-Y

plotter to show the vehicle path relative to surface

Icoordinates.
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4.3o2 Control Modes

Basically the pilot controls four inputs to the vehicle.

These are thrust (acceleration and braking), roll moment
(producing roll angle and, thus, side force), pitch moment

(producing pitch angle and thrust), and yaw moment. With the
flexibility of a computer simulation, it was possible to use
any of the pilot motions to control a given vehicle motion

In the actual runs, four control modes were used to show their
relative merits and the ability of a pilot to learn new control
modes.

4.3.2.l Control Mode 1
I

Parameter Pilot Motion

Thrust Left-hand hand lever
Roll Wheel-base rotation

Pitch Push-pull wheel
Yaw Wheel rotation

4o3.2.2 Control Mode 2

Parameter Pilot Motion

Thrust Foot pedals

Roll Wheel-base rotation

Pitch Push-pull wheel

Yaw Wheel rotation
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4.3.2.3 Control Mode 3

I! Parameter Pilot Motion

Thrust Push-pull wheel

Roll Wheel rotation

Pitch Righ-hand hand lever
Yaw Foot pedals

h.: 14.3.2.4 Control Mode 4

Parameter Pilot Motion

Thrust Left-hand hand lever

Roll Wheel rotation

Pitch Right-hand hand lever

Yaw Foot pedals

4.3.2.5 Discussion

Rotation of the wheel base and push-pull motion of the

wheel were centered by springs. For this reason these motions
required a continuous force by the pilot. The other motions

(wheel rotation, hand levers, and pedals) can be moved to a
desired setting and left unattended until a change is desired.

In Control Modes 3 and 4, the wheel base rotation was locked out.
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4o3.3 Evaluation Courses

Evaluations of vehicle controllability were divided into

low-speed and high-speed maneuvers. For this purpose low speed

is defined as speeds below 20 feet per second--below hump speed.

High speed is above hump speed. The high-speed runs were

generally made above 40 feet per second, and speeds in the 80-

to 100-feet-per-second range were not uncommon.

Three basic maneuvers were used to demonstrate controllability.

These are:

(a) Flying a straight course and stopping in a prescribed

area.

(b) Flying a simple 90-degree turn and stopping in a
prescribed area.

(c) Flying from point A to point B in the presence of

obstacles, including going through a relatively

narrow passage.

Reduced reproductions of the four plates used on the X-Y plotter

are shown in Figures 4-13, 4-14, 4-15, and 4-16. The actual

size of the plates used was 11 by 17 inches, with a 10 x 15-inch

area of grid lines, The low-speed courses (la, lb, and ic)

shown in Figures 4-1.3 and 4-14 used a scale of 200 feet to the
inch. The small craft shown on these plates are 30 y 60 feet,

which is approximately the size of the reference design. The

high-speed courses shown in Figures 4-15 and 4-16 used a scale

of 1000 feet to the inch. Note that the dotted rectangular area
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at the bottom of Figure 4-16 is a reduced drawing of the low-

I ~ speed harbor course in Figure 4-14. These two courses taken
together represent a high-speed approach to the coast line

through a straight followed by a low speed course through a

breakwater and harbor.

2

II

U

i

I[
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4.3.3 Results of Controllability Runs

4oo 'Procedure

The general procedure for flying the courses was to allow

the pilots some practice time to become familiar with the control

mode and then to fly all six courses in that mode. Three pilots

were used throughout the test ruins. Usually, all three pilots

performed the low-speed runs before any started the high-speed

runs, In all cases, the pilot was allowed reruns at his own

discretion. It should also be noted that all of the preliminary

familiarization with vehicle characteristics was done in Mode 1.

Each pilot had several hours of flying time in Mode I before

any runs were made for the record. Following a change in

control mode, the pilots generally made runs for the record

beginning with their third or fourth trial run.

During the test runs continuous recordings of forward

velocity, side velocity, yaw angle, roll angle, pitch angle,
and hovering height variation were made. To correlate these

traces with the X-Y plotter course record, both the Sanborn

trace and the X-Y plotter pen were blipped at 10-second intervals.

The low-speed runs were made in Modes 1 and 3 only. The

reason is that all of the pilots preferred to use pitch only

for low-speed propulsion. Therefore, since Modes 2 and 4

differed only in the thrust control, they were the same as

Modes 1 and 3 at low speeds.
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4.3.3.2 Flying a Straight Course

The tendency of the GEM to sideslip, together with the
slow yaw transients, makes flying a straight course morefdifficult than it would at first appear, Figure 4-17 shows
the low-speed runs in Control Modes I and 3 by each of the
three pilots. The times required to traverse the 1000 feet
from A to B are shown in Table 4-5.

H . Pilot I Pilot 2 Pilot 3

Mode 1 66 Sec. 67 Sec. 62 Sec.

Mode 3 80 Sec.* 77 Sec.- 150 Sec.

TABLE 4-5o Time To Fly Course la

As seen in Figure 4-17, all three pilots were able to hold
a straight course within 15 or 20 feet, achieve an average

[1_ speed near 15 feet per second, and stop within the vehicle
,, dimensions of the preset point0  This was in Mode 1, with

which all pilots had had considerable flying time. It is
interesting to note that an idealized run with acceleration
at 0,045 g (the low-speed value due to pitch from Section 4.l.2),

constant speed 20 feet per second, and deceleration at 0.045 g
would require 64 seconds0

'1! The Mode 3 tests, which were run after the Mode 1 tests,
show considerably less skill on the part of the pilots. The

difference lies in the change to using foot pedals for yaw

control and turning the wheel. for roll control0 The first
run of Pilot 1 shows initial inability to correct a slow

*Run 2
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divergence from the prescribed course, followed by a futile

attempt to stop and recover. This is a situation that is

neither uncommon nor difficult in car or truck driving. If

the driver finds he's missing the garage door, he simply

11 stops, backs up, and proceeds slowly onto the proper course.
This would be the obvious way out for Pilot 1 in the run

being considered, However, the display did not give the pilot

an immediate feeling for course, heading, and the required

changes. This is a pattern that recurred throughout the test

runs. As a rule, when a Pilot found his course to be far

enough off to require a drastic, immediate revision, he

became confused as to the heading of his craft and was unable
L to achieve the required corrections.

The second run by Pilot 1 shows considerable improvement

in holding course. However, the time increase from 66 to 80

seconds indicate the extra caution with an unfamiliar control

mode, Pilot 2's run time increase shows additional caution,

while that for Pilot 3 shows that he found it very difficult

to make the required corrections even though his speed was

Uless than half of that used in the Mode I run all three pilots
had difficulty stopping in the prescribed area, The reason

fl for this is a time delay. When the Mode 3 runs were made,
several days had elapsed since the previous low-speed runs

and the pilots had forgotten the required stopping distance

(about 140 feet) which was learned by experience during the
ptest runs.
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Figure 4-18 shows the high-speed runs. The high-speed

course has a length of 7000 feet. From the acceleration data

in Table 4-1, an estimate can be made of the time to make this

7000-foot run. With an acceleration rate of 0.09 g from 0 to

50 fps and 0.035 g from 50 to 100 fps, the.GEM would reach

3760 feet. Deceleration at 0.07 g from 100 to 50 fps and

0.045 g from 50 to 0 fps would require 57 seconds and a

distance of 2530 feet0 The middle 710 feet would be traversed

in 7 seconds0 This gives a total estimated run time of 126

seconds. Figure 4-19 shows three typical speed versus time

traces for the test runs in Figure 4-18. It is seen that

all pilots made their runs in less than 126 seconds. The

initial accelerations in the three traces shown are 0.136 g,

0o117 g, and 0,132 g. It is apparent that the pilots were

using both full propeller thrust and nose-down pitching for

maximum acceleration. The braking curves likewise show that

pitch was used to augment the propellers0 Counting the blips

in Figure 4-1.8 shows that most of the runs were made in about

100 seconds0

The test runs in Figure 4-18 show the results of experience.

In the Mode 1 runs, all. three pilots held good courses and

stopped very near the center of the target area ( a 500-foot

square)0  In the Mode 3 runs, two pilots overshot the target

area by failure to brake soon enough However, in the Mode
4 runs, which were very similar to those of Mode 3, all three

were again able to stop within the target area.
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4.3.3.3 Performing a Simple Turn

,I The low-speed, 90-degree turn tests by the three pilots
in Modes 1 and 3 are shown in Figures 4-20,-22, and-24. The

HSanborn traces corresponding to these tests are shown in
Figures 4-21, -23, and -25. On the best run for each pilot,
small arrows have been dubbed in to show the actual heading
of the GEM at points along the curve.

In Figure 4.-20, Mode 1, the turn was being made much too
slowly. Pilot I slowed the vehicle--as shown between 70 and
80 seconds in Figure 4-21--until a 90-degree yaw angle was
reached and then accelerated toward the target area. The[1 Mode 1 test shows an initial zero heading, with the course
drifting to the left due to sideslip. The turn toward the

target area is a nearly constant velocity sideslipping turn.
The final 10 seconds of the run shows an excessive yaw angle
accompanied by sideslip which continued to carry the GEM away

i from the target area.

j]f In Figure 4-22, Pilot 2 has a nearly perfect heading and

course initially. At 40 seconds he was sideslipping into the
turn. The roll angle between 30 and 40 seconds (Figure 4-23,

I i Mode 1) is the primary cause of a turning course at this point.

By 50 seconds Pilot 2 had yawed to a heading along the course,
and by 60 he had developed considerable sideslip to the outside

of the turn--which is normal. for a minimum-radius sideslipping
fl turn. The failure to continue on into the target area is a

combination of braking which eliminated the velocity component
in the direction of the heading and a reduction of roll angle
to zero which failed to eliminate side velocity. It is seen
in Figure 4-23 that U is negative at 70 seconds.

x

11 AP-5061-R
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In Figure 4-24, Pilot 3 exhibited good control in correcting

an initial drift to the right. After 20 seconds a 0-degree fl
nonsideslipping course had been. achieved. From 30 to 50

seconds, a small-radius sideslipping turn is achieved. From E!
50 seconds onward he controlled the course strictly by sideslip.

The traces in Figure 4-25 show that the braking was accomplished

by a reduction of roll angle so that sideslip carried the GEM'
into the target area- .

Two other observations can be made regarding these tests.

The first is in regard to turning radius. The smallest radius [1
turns shown in Fig-ures 4-20, -22, and -2k are shown in Table 4'-6.

Mode Pilot Velocity Radius

3 1 17,7 fps 300 ft ti
1 2 17o4 fps 280 ft {1

1; 3 17o0 fps 230 ft

TABLE 4-6. Course lb, Low-Speed Turns i-
From Section 4.2o4 the mir.imum radius of a coordinated turd'

at 17 fps is 299 feet. It is seen that all pilots made tighter

turns than this (at 17o7 fps R .325 feet). However, none of

the pilots approached the 1.30-foot radius recorded at 18.2 fps

in a 57-degree sideslipping turn (Table k-k).

The second observation is that Pilots 2 and 3 tended to [1
use roll. control much more than Pilot 1 in holding a course,
This can be seen by comparing roll. angle traces for the three H
pilotso

AP-5061-R1
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Course 2b is a high-speed turn around a promontory and

fl ending in a 1000-foot-square area. The flying times for the
various pilots and modes are given in Table 4-7.

.I Pilot 1 Pilot 2 Pilot 3

Mode 1 220 Sec. 227 Sec. 212 Sec.

Mode 2 227 266 272

fj Mode 3 260 258 300*

Mode i 250 210 254

TABLE 4- 7 COURSE 2b, FLYING TIMES

Mainly this table shows the added caution--hence slower speed--

used with an unfamiliar control modeo The fact that Mode 4

times were all less than Mode 3 times indicates the increase

of confidence with experience0 The course length for these
'I runs is about 12,500 feet0  Therefore, a run time of 250

seconds indicates an average velocity of about 50 feet per

rlsecond 0

Figures 4-26, ',27, andl"-28 show the test runs by Pilots
1, 2, and 3, respectively, using Control Modes land 2. The

p Mode I runs which have headings dubbed in show and interesting

contrast in flying technique between Pilots 1 and 2 and Pilot 3.

The relatively small sideslip angles of Pilots 1 and 2 on the

_straightaway and in slow turns indicate the tendency to fly by
instruments. This .type of run requires fairly close attention

*Did not enter the target area.

AP-5061-R
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to keeping yaw rate and side velocity small. The smooth curves
are the result of uniform yaw rate and continuous side force

(due to roll). The rather large sideslip angles produced by
Pilot 3 show a tendency to fly by "feel"--that is, to watch

Pthe course on the X-Y plotter and control drastically when
a change is required. The relatively slow vehicle responsefresults in rather large sideslip angles before a course change is
is noticed.

iIt should be noted that all three pilots were able to

produce test runs as good as those shown in Modes 1 and 2
at the time these runs were made.

pFigure 4-29 shows two Mode 4 runs by Pilot 1, The first
run shows what can happen to an instrument pilot when an
instrument is misread. The yaw angle meter has two scales--one
reading from minus 1800 to plus 1800, the other from minus

360' to plus 36Q0 o This is useful in that it premits full

360-degree turns without saturating the meter and yet allows the
pilot to read smaller angles accurately by a flip of the switch.

IIn Run 1, the switch was on the 360-degree scale and the pilot
was reading the 180-degree scale. When he thought he was
approaching a 90-degree heading as he rounded the promontory,

he actually was approaching a 1.80-degree heading. The result
is obvious. Run 2 was made immediately to show (the witnesses)
that he was able to control yaw as well with the yaw pedals
as in the Mode 1 run with the wheel,

Figure 4-30 shows the "fly by feel" pilot first in an
aborted run which resulted from instinctively doing the wrong
thing with an unfamiliar control and their successfully bringing

his craft into the target area.
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4.3o3o4 Obstacle Courses

Courses Ic and 2c were designed to test the pilot's

ability to fly to a prescribed point through narrow passages
and in the presence of obstacles. Figures 4=31,=32, and -33

show the Mode 1 and 3 runs by Pilots 1, 2, and 3, respectively.
As seen in the traces, the course offered considerable flexi-

bility in choosing a path to the dock. It is apparent also

that each pilot had his own idea as to the best approach.

However, only Pilot 2 was able to consistently fly this

course without a mishap. It is suggested that in future
test runs Pilot 2 be appointed harbor pilot so that he can

specialize in getting the open-sea men through the 100-foot
gaps in the breakwater. One general observation may be

made concerning low-speed maneuvering and that is that the

pilots generally were traveling too fast for the congested

harbor conditions. At speeds below 10 feet per second most
pilots were able to negotiate the turns or at least stop

in time to avert disasters, An estimate of speed is readily

obtained by measuring the distance between 10-second blips.

In this way it is seen that in his first run Pilot 1 traversed
1.40 to 150 feet in 1.0 seconds as he passed through the breakwater.

Pilot 2 consistently went 15 to 20 feet per second outside the

harbor and 10 to 11 feet per second inside the harbor. Pilot 3
achieved his best runs at speeds of 8 to 10 feet per second.

Another general observation which is probably very realistic

for real GEM's is that a harbor is no place for daydreaming on

the part of a pilot, Many preliminary practice runs by the

three pilots included and others ended much worse than the first
and third runs shown for Pilot 1.0 It was generally conceded that

only by complete and continuous attention to the controls, dials,
and flight path could a pilot successfully negotiate this course.

AP=5061=R
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Figures 4-34 through 4-39 show high-speed test runs in each

of the four modes by each of the three pilots. The pilots were

instructed to fly at speeds in excess of 40 feet per second in

all high-speed runs except, of course, when starting or stopping.

Despite the higher speed this was a considerably easier course

than the low-speed course. The strait has a width of 500 feet

and is the only obstacle. The open sea ahead of the strait

afforded ample room for maneuvering into a proper approach

course provided that the pilot did not attain too much speed

before starting his approach, The tendency of novice pilots

on this course was to accelerate first and begin maneuvering

afterward, This often resulted in speeds too high for

successful entry to the harbor area° It is seen, however,

that all three pilots were able to get through the strait

reasonably well in all four control modes.

It is seen in Figures 4-34 and 4-35 that Pilot I consistently

made this run at 60 to 70 feet per second. Figures 4-36 and

4-37 show that Pilot 2 made his best runs at 60 to 70 feet

per second also. However, in Mode 3 he passed the strait

going 100 feet per second and in Mode 4 achieved a similar

speed before braking drastically in order to make his turn.

Figure 4-38 shows that Pilot 3 had some difficulty in negotiating

the strait at speeds over 60 feet per second. His more

cautious turns at 20 to 40 feet per second were more successful

but were in violation of the minimum speed instruction.

AP-5061.-R
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5°0 CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

[ii 5.1 Introduction

B The main objective in designing the control system of the

GEM vehicle is to achieve optimum performance of the vehicle.
Also of great importance are reliability considerations which

often lead to giving preference to a simple rather than an
elaborate system, Reliability can be given more consideration

if control performance is not critical,

The analysis of the inherent GEM response characteristics
indicate a rather sluggish behavior with respect to heave, pitch,

roll, and yaw modes. For this reason the requirements on the
corresponding control components are insofar as frequency response
is concerned, easily satisfied. In fact, it can be shown that no

'combination of fast-responding devices like electric transducers,
transmissions, and actuators with hydraulic.assist are needed
to comply with the GEM performance characteristics.

fl 5,2 General Concept of Control. Arrangement

The present GEM design concept considers two independent
power plants, one on either side of the vehicle. The power
plants are gas turbines, and either one drives via a gear train,
two fans and one thrust propeller, The fans deliver the air flow
to the jets, while the propeller provides the thrust forces
necessary for forward, back, and yaw motions. The four fans
supply the air for each of the four base compartments and thus
enable the vehicle to pitch and roll by changing the flow to
the respective compartments. In order to prevent severe

ii
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interaction of the controls, a modification of the turbine

speed cannot.be basically utilized since the power level of

the fans and propellers would be changed simultaneously. The

thrust control is therefore brought about mainly by a pitch

modification of the propellers (slanting the vehicle by pitch

or roll actuation will also contribute to the propulsion of

the GEM vehicle).

The flow change to the compartments is accomplished by

adjusting the inlet guide vanes (IGV) to the respective fans,

The hover height may be selected by resetting the operation

point of the centrifugal-force/speed sensor of the turbines.

Since a change of hover height is not required very often, it

is felt that the disturbance to the other controls may be

tolerated. - : L

503 Control of Roll, Pitch, and Heave Motion

As outlined above, these control functions are brought

about by setting the IGV to obtain the desired flow to the

respective base compartment. The actuation of the IGV requires

positive positioning and represents (due to a prevailing high

level of static friction) a severe control problem. Any

modulating actuator would therefore require rather high input

signals to develop sufficient breaking force to get control

motion starter. Excessive overshoot and undue position error

may be the result. To cope with this situation, it is intended

to utilize either a step actuation system (Proposal AP-5059-R*)

or an air motor with a self-locking screw drive. To reduce the

effects of high static friction, a surplus of actuation force

would have to be provided.

*Ref. 4

AP-5061-R
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U In this application where, in view of the sluggish

behavior of the vehicle, response isnot a major problem, it

seems possible to select the gear ratio in such a manner as

B to provide (1) sufficient force surplus (to overcome the effects

of static friction), (2) self-locking action, and (3) sufficient

11 frequency response with a motor of relatively small size.

5.4 Control of Fore, Back, and Yaw Motion

All of these control functions are executed according to

the present design concept by modifying the propeller pitch
angle. To attain fore and back motion as well as braking

action, the pitch of both propellers located in the rear of

the vehicle will be altered simultaneously.

The yaw control serves to change the heading of the vehicle.

For this purpose a differential thrust condition is established

by increasing the propeller pitch angle on one side and decreasing

P-i the pitch angle of the propeller located on the other side of the
vehicle. At steady state, the yaw moment is counter balanced by

the drag moment. Because this moment is a function of speed,
the response of the vehicle to yaw input is also speeA-dependent.
At zero speed the drag moment diminishes and the yaw. control

approaches an unstable condition. The vehicle has a tendency
to drift out of heading position.

5.5 Description of the Proposed Pneumatic Control System

Figure 5.1 shows a schematic diagram of the entire system.

Cumpressor bleed air being used for signal modulation and

transmission is first filtered and regulated in a common section

AP-5061-R
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for all branches (pressure regulation is, however, not required
to assure control accuracy). Each control branch represents

a pneumatic bridge circuit (see sketch) consisting of two fixed

orifices (1 and 2), one input modified orifice (3), and one

orifice (4) adjusted by the INPUT-

position of the actuator. Steady- CONTROLLED

state balance is attained when FIXED ORIFICE .,ORIFICE

Ai/A2 = As/A 4. Thus, since -- (3)

A1/A, = Const, A4 and, therefore, B
the actuator position is pro- AIR

portional to the input, repre- SUPPLYO
sented by orifice area As. The

error sensor may be a zero rate (2) (4)

ACTUATOR-diaphragm and the actuator a POSITION-
piston or air motor. Note that CONTROLLED
the signal transmission line inORFE

this all-pneumatic system is tubing

just big enough to supply orifices of very small size (approxi-

mately 0.010 inch diameter).

A rather interesting component of this all-pneumatic control'

system is the automatic trim control as shown in Figure 5,2. The

error.sensor is here, a pendulum, free to rotate in the X and Y

plane. A disc is attached to the pendulum modifying the flow

area of four orifices. Each orifice affects the equilibrium

condition of the control to the IGV of one of the four fans in

such a manner as to correct the flow to the respective compart-
ments until horizontal orientation of the vehicle platform is

attained. To establish a horizontal orientation initially, a

level instrument is required. This instrument will be placed on

AP-5061-R
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the platform of the hovering vehicle. The hand controls for

pitch and roll will be brought into neutral position, and then

the three set screws of the automatic trim control will be

adjusted until the reading of the level instrument indicates

perfect horizontal orientation of the GEM platform. After

this initial calibration the trim control will always readjust

the vehicle to horizontal orientation whenever the automatic

trim control is actuated. During flight the trim control

11! will be inactive. In case a new trim adjustment is required,

the vehicle must stop or drift with pitch and roll at neutral.

[7 A short duration with automatic trim on will then readjust

the level orientation.

F! In the inactive condition, the pendulum is held in trim

position by a spring-loaded braking device. Actuation of the

F automatic trim is accomplished by a pneumatically controlled.

brake release (see Figure 5.2).

!i

I !
11 AP-5o6l-R
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6.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The various areas of interest involved in the studies

reported here necessitate classifying the principal results

and conclusions. Section 6,1 deals with the simulation itself.

This is further divided into subsections dealing with actual
[1vehicle characteristics, the control station simulation, and

the pilot display simulation, Section 6.3 deals with the

control modes. Section 6.4 deals with the test runs that were

used to evaluate the vehicle, the control mode, and the pilot.

6.1 The Simulation

6.11 Vehicle Dynamics

The simplified 6'-degree-of-freedom vehicle simulation
used here has been evolved over a period of 2 years. It has

been shown in past reports that the fundamental analysis used

successfully predicts the dynamic characteristics of both models
and full-scale vehicles. The test results in Section 4.1 further

verify that pitch, heave, and roll motions conform to those

I 1 found in model tests, Beyond this, the representations of fore
and aft motions, side motions, and yaw motions give reasonable

results, It is concluded'that the formulation used here--

[1 including coupling between the various motions--reliably

reproduces the response of these three vehicle motions to

external forces. This means that the program can now be used

to evaluate any peripheral jet vehicle for which the basic design
pis known.

AP-561-R
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The representations of external forces are less well

established than are the equations of motion. The effect of

surface waves was established in an earlier progress report.

However, waves were not simulated in this study because of

limited computer capacity. The response of the water surface

and formation of a wake is very reasonably represented for

forward motions. However, it is felt that a more sophisticated

three-dimensional representation can be made which will show the

effect of rolling as well as pitching due to the standing wave.

Such other surface conditions as a sudden change in surface

height, a sloping surface, or a transition from overland to

over-water operation have not been simulated--although it would

not be difficult to include any or all of these to show how they

affect vehicle motions.

The external aerodynamic forces are reasonably represented,

The lift, drag, and moment coefficients were based upon model

test results where possible and were otherwise obtained analytically.

The conclusion here is that it would be well to have aerodynamic

model data to verify the numbers obtained by analysis. Two
parameters that are not well known are the moment coefficient

in sideslip and the interaction of side force and drag during side-

slip.

The characteristics of the air-moving equipment (engines,

fans, ducts, and propellers) are well established, The only

significant transient in this system is the engine response to

speed-change commands. This command is seldom used in practice.

The steady-state gains can be easily obtained from either

experimental or analytical performance maps. The forces applied

to the vehicl.e due to fan-flow and propeller-flow changes are
well represented in the simulation

AP-5061-R
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The control components, which are intermediate between

fthe pilot's control and the force-producing components, may be

designed to have whatever gains are required for control of the
P vehicle. During the test runs a gain change was made in any

.. control that appeared too sensitive or too unresponsive. Initially,

the yaw control yielded large yaw rates for very small pilot

11 inputs. The initially selected gain was reduced by a factor of

5 before the Modelruns were made, After several trial runs in

Mode 3, the gain of yaw moment to pedal motion was further

reduced. The conclusion is that the control simulation was

reasonable and that the gains arrived at through studies similar
[7 to this may be specified for the design of control components.

1 To summarize the conclusion of this subsection:

[(1) The six equations of vehicle motion are valid

and can apply to any peripheral jet vehicle.

(2) The surface effects of normal waves and two-

[1 dimensional wake are well represented, but a

three-dimensional wake representation and

possible variations from a flat surface could
improve the surface simulation.

(3 (3) Wind tunnel data may improve the simulation of

external aerodynamics. However, the simulation
is quite reasonable in this respect.

Ii
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(4) The air-moving equipment is well simulated.

Evaluation of any particular vehicle will require

performance maps and engine dynamics.

(5) Since the control system can be designed to

perform as desired, the simulation should be

used to specify rather than evaluate the control

gains.

6.1.2 Control Station

The control station used was very successful in giving

the pilot control of basic vehicle motions. The ease with which

various modes of control--e.g., the manner in which the pilot

commands a particular vehicle motion--could be simulated is an

outstanding feature, In general, the human engineering of the

particular hardware used is good. However, several limitations

were noted by the pilots during test runs:

(1) Prolonged application of a control that is

spring-centered is very tiring. This applied

to the push-pull wheel motion and to the wheel

base rotation

(2) Controls that are not spring centered should

have a detent or other indication of the neutral

position. This applied particularly to the yaw

and roll controls,
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The pilot read-out was probably the weakest part of the

simulation in duplicating actual flying conditions. Aside

from the absence of engine noise, salt spray, and wind noises,

the pilot has no feeling of motion and could not see where he
was going. Several improvements in the pilot read-out have

been proposed:

(1) A graphic display of heading would help

considerably. Several possibilities have been

suggested. The simplest would be to have a

small model that would be continuously rotated
to the proper heading as signaled by the com-

puter. This would immediately tell the pilot

when and by how much he is sideslipping. This

has a limitation, which occurred when the vehicle

heading reached 180--that the pilot must reverse
his thinking and yaw left to turn right. A more

sophisticated suggestion is to rotate the X-Y
plotter so that the pilot feels his relative

rotation with respect to the ground.

(2) Mounting the entire control station on a moving
platform that actually produces pitch, heave,

roll, and yaw motions will give the pilot the

feeling of motion and response which convey the
size of the vehicle to his senses.

Aside from these limitations and recommendations, it should

be pointed out that with the pilot controls and read-out used,

a man can learn to fly any specified course in an hour or two of

flying time. In short, with the equipment presently in use, the

reference vehicle evaluated is controllable,
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6.2 The Reference-GEM

The vehicle evaluated during these test runs was found

to be stable in pitch heave, roll, and yaw and to be controllable

by means of the fans and inlet guide vanes provided. The vehicle

tended to be sluggish, had a tendency to sideslip--particularly

in cross winds--and is difficult to stop or turn to avoid

collisions. However, the sluggishness is probably not unreason-

able for a vehicle of this size (40 tons, 60 feet long). Also,

it was shown that it can be controlled even in a rather stiff

breeze (40 feet per second). The pilots tended to feel a need

for added side force, but none of them used the full sideslipping

capability in turning. Yaw stability could be increased. However,

this is one of the least certain of the aerodynamic parameters

used in the simulation.

In general, it can be concluded that a vehicle with the

characteristics of the reference design can be safely controlled
by an experienced pilot.

6.3 Control Modes

It was found in the test runs that a pilot can learn to

fly the GEM with just about any reasonable control mode. However,

some modes of control were found easier than others. Despite the

early experience in Mode 1, the pilots agreed that Mode 4 was

the most pleasant control mode. In this mode, each of the four

functions were separated, and no motion against a spring was used.

In his hands the pilot had only roll control. Propulsion and

pitch were controlled by friction-held hand levers, and yaw was
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controlled by differential foot pedals. In Mode I, where the
pilot had pitch, roll, and yaw in his hands continuously and

was required to hold two of them against springs, the pilot felt

busy all the time. In Mode 2, which was the same as Mode 1

IH except that the pilot also had continuous thrust control in his

foot pedals, the pilot had trouble holding speed while maneuvering.

He had a strong tendency to accelerate or brake inadvertently
while yawing or rolling.

The recommendations that could be made at this point are
that the various control inputs be separated as much as possible

and only those really needed continuously be in the pilot's hands.

6.4 Test Runs

In general, it is felt that the test runs used give a good

indication of vehicle controllability. It is suggested, however,

that certain other flying conditions be used for pilot training
and perhaps for evaluating the forces that will act upon a vehicle

being designed. These added flying conditions are:

(1) Docking in a wind.

(2) Encountering a side gust,

(3) Beaching across waves (breakers)
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LINEARIZATION AND SIMPLIFICATION
OF BASIC EQUATIONS

1.0 In order to simplify future analys-is of the NONR Reference

Design GEN, the equations for cushion pressure, jet flow and

rbody motions as contained in Section 2.4 of AP-5047-R, will
-i be linearized and written in nondimensional forms.

11
1.1 The general nonlinear transient pressure equation (Equa-

tion 106, AP-5047-R) is:

I _Ti P_-[I ~= - (Q Z iK~ Ti (z+j Y ~~ (A-i)I, I

1. It is assumed that if:

1. The base area (AB) is divided into 4 equal areas

[1 (Ai); Ai = AB/4.f 2. The projected jet length (b) in the fore-aft direc-

tion (x) is twice the length (a) in the port-

starboard direction (y); b/a = 2

3. The quantity KK as defined in Section 2.4 (AP-50
1&7-R)ii is equal to 0.5; KK = 0.5

Then it can then be seen that

AB ba bp = KK 2 (a + b) 

and a time constant 'r. can then be defined as:

i b
(A-2)
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Dividing the pressure equation (Equation A-I) above by

Wc/AB and multiplying it by .r:. yields:

bV A bV B PTi n

3g RT 'Vc PK=l

bV A ) -P + - i ) !-3

39 Ri~ +c xi -W_~ A.

From the perfect gas law, the total pressure in a com-

partment may be defined as:

where p has dimensions
PTi = p g RT Of lb-sec.2

ft4

substituting PTi above and Ai = AB/4 into Equation A-3 yields:

b. A B) *V bV 4 n

3g RT - 3 EV) ( Z QiK)C K-1

(,B) + i )(A)
3 hWC

By dividing Qi by Qfi and QiK by QfiK in Equation A-4

it can now be written as:

P= - 4b V 2 C (Qi - QfiK QiK

C . fij^ Zt Y_. ) iK=l

3wV A B I- - "Yi (A-5)
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11 Considering the effect of a wave moving beneath the

B! vehicle as in Equation (107), AP-5047-R.

~n
A B) = 4b v 2 c G i n QfiK QiK

ibpV AB y]

+i27vcos 2,(vt +xi)] (A-6)

1. Since KK =0.5

AB 2AB

therefore 3 T 2 AB

2pV 2 G(A-7)

11l above pressure equation becomes:

AB Qi n GiKCiK QiK

K=I

PTAB F - -- -

+ I- €-:i - coo 2r ¢Vt + jl) (.

AP-5061-R
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Appendix A of AP-5047-R contains a simplified form of the

flow equatiuns.

Equation P in Appendix A (AP-5047-R) is

-f i G i -2 j 71 'o= Fx (i -y sine) B. -) F B] (A-9)

a 3(io

with F 1 = -j (A-10)

Bio P (A..11)a T'

= ~~ 1 ~sin ej) 'I - h sin B)(-2-fLc -f P? ~

Multiplying Equation (A.42) by i7r.

Qi 2pVI 2AB [ -hn p1

h i- A B ~ j

i B AG(h sine ] (A,13)

Q, 2CK G.t s sin ej)~ BPi

-( - G A Bj( -i~
sin ej Pio (A-4)

where h= h -z + xi ( + E sin (vt + x) (A-15)

h being the steady-state operating height

AP-5061-R
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Equation (10) in Appendix A (AP-507-R) is:

rhQ i 1- F2 Fi + U i (i B K
-O iKiK iK)

Equation (A-16) is applicable for the range of conditions given by

H hi (Pi PK) < - V-70--

as The function FI is given by Equation 4 of Appendix A (AP-5047-R)
as : he

2-JI F1 =., + G IX (A-17)

I! UiK)

and F2 (Equation 9 of Appendix A, AP-504.7-R) as:

(hK 11/2

F2 U [/+ iK 1(A-18)
1 +4 iK)% j

GiK

Equation (3) of Appendix A, AP-5047-R, gives:

QiK -.5 F, hiK ,(Pi ".PK )

_ = IK pVJ 2

SAP-5061-R.
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Equation (A-19) is applicable for a range given by

- PV 2 G V2K
Fi U i (Pi - K )  F ~2iK

F.1

For the third condition on the compartment jet the follow-

ing relationship holds:

QKi = QfiK " QiK

using the value given in Equation (A-16) for QiK an expression

for QKi is obtained:

QiK hiK (Pi - PK)

F2  I - F1, (A-20)*

Equation (A-20) is applicable for the range as given by

pV 2Gh

hW

S(Pi PK )

ciK ' Bpv iKt
Let 7r2 = r. = , h W

Multiplying Equations (A-16)0 (A-19), and (A-20) by 7!a

and redefining the boundary conditions yields:

iCK QiK CiK CiK CiK hiK BPi B KJ

(A-21).
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ShiK ABPi  ABPK

CiKQiK =1 CiK " CiK h U A Bpi A BPK (-2
we tiK Bi E, c

72 hM ABPi A P K

CiK QiK F c iK  CiK hiK  A B P i  AP AH whenhiK ABPI AP

r2 i - F2  - r2 2 CiK H7 - b P (A-23)

F a + ii- si ()A-2)

Equation (35), AP-5047-R, is 'the general, nonlinear ex-

Ii pressiorn for heave motions.

n nn-1 n

whenP 7Qf ne + Q2 h1K +AP W APK

gXi zYv ___ 'C~

At this point, if the base pressure, pi , is thought of as

~being the average steady state value plus a variation, it can

be seen from the above expression that at steady state condi-

tions it, z = 0, the average steady state pressure is lose

11 than the quantity Wc/AB by an amount that is equivalent to the

thrust produced by the jets, or;

1AP-5061-R
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ABA4i~ sin e + 7- Z fiKit
4Av i-l K(i+l JA-25)

WC 1W

Defining a dimensionless, normalized pressure, Pi as;

A Pi
P = AWB - .. (A-26) 1

C

since X- is constant,

i (A-27) i

dimensionless body motions; B
-Z (A-28)

V . (A-29) H

-i = 7% A-30)

and dimensionless flow;

Let ra - T I

Equation (A-8) may now be written as:

AP-5061-R
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FK=1

1)Ei ( cosrb (2vt + 2

Note here that X in the expression for wave form is now X2

to differentiate it from the pressure expression Xi.

i Dividing Equation (A-14) by the.,steady-state fan flow

(Qfio) yields:

h2K[ sin 6j) Pi (I - sin e A) !Pi f

1- where

Uand Qf
qf i

i Linearizing on the basis that

I 1. Pi =Pi + Pi (steady state plus a variation)

ii 2. Fan' flow consists of a steady state plus a variation.

ji From Equation (A-15)

Si= h - z+ xie -yi + Ei sinL (vt+ Xi)

AP-5061-R
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T: = 2K4 + sin - +

1IG A B-2 H sin ej] ( i + pi

-(1 H sin e) W! io f ± qfi (A-33)

From Equation (41) (AP-5047-R)

Qi "Pi

therefore

;,f, - i 2i

rhi 1G A AB 1
A GB G AB

=-
2KK sin e) W- P+ (1 - sin ej - io

(A-341)

AP-5061-R
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]Equation (A-33) then becomes:

a 2.a

2x 2Yi i li si bx i

2KG 1 (+ p~ +GA

A A
a7 -1j sin P (P2X

1 Gai 2e F saine9 w

i ] (A-35)

Let the steady-state pressure terms,

and variations in pressure,

Ia

ii

~AP561-R
SAppendix A
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Equation (A-35) may be written:

2KK (l1 -G B i°

S2 sin e ) sin

+[Pi(1+qfj) + qfB XP].
2x i e y i b 2xi

+ a + e

z- +- si -(V

It is noted here that:

KK = KKA when 0 (positive)

=KKB when r i 0 (negative)

Equations (A-21), (A-22). and (A-23) may be rewritten by

setting

A Pi

- + Xl

AP-5061-R
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flCLK r2x i 2yik-j Tik = KLik - Kpik - + 5

+ sin 7b ( -- --)J ( k)

B (A,37)

B Boundary conditions for Equation (A-37)

K*Ci(

KLik= (1- F2 ) 2  w F

KCi k

Kpik = 2FFa C

iI1 C ik

when 2 7 Fi ( k) i

K KPik Fl ilk

i

KLik = Fa r

I!I AP-5o61-R
Appendix 7
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1.2 Equations (35), (36), and (37) of AP-5047-R present the

.equations of motion.

Heave

-z A P fi fikl1=1 ej + Cikaik j+w

Rewritting the above equation using the rotation as expressed

in Equations fA-25) and (A-26)

Z H 4.( " ' (A-38)

where H V

Roll

nn n-I n yk2fx YiQ2fi k
g -~ Yi Aipi -

P  sin ..+.. -  kfik]
---= i-' i=l k-+ 1 ikk J

With Equations (A-25) and (A-26)the above equation may be

.written as follows:

H() Tr- P (A-39)
y

where ry =V/ix/W€

AP-5061-R
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Pitch

nn 1Q2f n-1 n ikQf 1
= ek kXA sin e + _ k

= g ii + P=zl kikik

fl Equations (A-25) and (A-26) into above equation yields:

i !i

4 x2 E

1"

b i

where r Vr7gW

y Appendix A
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2.0 PARTICULAR EQUATIONS FOR REFERENCE DESIGN GOI

0E_ x (X , Y 1) (X

Y14)b/2

Lt b

y
FIGURE A-i. REFERENCE DESIGN SCRD(ATIC

b, + 2a b ; 2b+a (I
b + a b ".+a ( )

2.1 Pressure Equations

Applying Equation (A-32) to each sector:

-ri P1 7= 'Q1 + 7r 2  12 + ~ 14)

+ + -( cos lb ( ")t

1P T 2  + 2IT X2- X2 2 (41

C

T2 . z +. _b + (42)

AP-5061-R
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T P3 - 'ir3 + r2 ( 1 3S2 + Q316)

[IT2 z co ( +~)j (A-i43)iI

. I p 4 = - 7r + ' 2 (tCi Q43 + t ,± p)

2co [L ±~7b (2vt 1 (A-44)

2.2 Flow Equations (Peripheral Jets)

I Applying Equation (A-36) to each sector, neglecting the

11 products of the variations, i, etc. Reasons for, and

proof of validity of this linearization will be given in

Section 2.5.

ill7T = 2KK{ (I - s in e)P

X.1 - s in Lb- (2) tx )
iG ABP o

- ,, sin e () I.+ -+-)

C AB

'A+ 2 ( 1 T- sin ej) (>,. - )(A-4)

r -1 2KK2 1( -gT sin 69 ) a

2x 7p + E2 ( 2vt +2
+ X.(1 - +G 5j ) (X + V0 s 2 in lb-

sin e (1+A~)(-6

p+ 2K~ (.- I~ G sin e8 (XI - AB

AP-5061-R
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1 IG ABP 

G sin B9 (XI +B

A -P
+ 2K, (1 G sin ej) (X, B ~7

(1 FG ( 4T)

r2Ksin e f

VC_KAABC

KKi = KAif rWi is positive

= KKB is r 1 Qi is negative

2.3 Compartment Jets

Applying Equation (A-37) to each compartment jet, re-

taining the products of variations, Pi. Z
' etc.:

AP-5061-R
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C12 7r2  2 - KL - Kp1  (P1 - 72) Eii "

g : 2 -2 = C : 2  r C 1 2 1 (A -4f9 )

17 E 12 b 2v

F 1Ti2  1 - --in 25

C2KL - KP (p2 - P) i23

B ~~32 T 1 2 (A-56)

Ec(-)

Ti2 3 =I-Z + si Lrb (2vt+

C 2  3 = KL Kp34 (9s - P4) i34

*14r2 4 3 = ~r 2  r~72  4 3 (A-51)

Ti ~E fi rb 2vt

[1 C2

1 7 KL3. - K p 1 (94 - pa) Til"l

K 2 (1 X ) C
C 2faiT± (1P-t2))1 22 2i

UK = 2 U1i iCKci

KPK m 2 F2 Fi i CiU(P K2 U
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' 4 1 cK cIK c
KpUK - F 2 - I

1 CiKKLiK =Fr2 F2 -7(2 F-C

= p ciK
KPiK 2 F2 F "

2.4•  Body Motions

Equations (A-38), (A-39), and (A-O) become:

Heave

z (Fi + a +T3 +F4)(A-53)

Roll
-- c a 22

Pitch
Wcb2

y

AP-5o61-R
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2.5 As previously noted, the products of the variations

(P" qfi" etc.) were neglected in the peripheral Jet flow

equations and retained in the compartmentation Jet flow

equation*.

Consider the product of two variables X and Y, with

Psteady-state values of Xo and Yo. If x and y are variations

from steady state, then

X-Xo +x

I Yo +Y

and the product XY - (Xo + x)(Yo + y)

-X0 Y0 + XOY+ YOX+ xy

Let X here denote a dimensionless pressure term and Y anqther

B! dimensionless variable.

2.5.1 For the peripheral jet Xo - 1, X - 0.1

Yo -1, y- 0.1

1therefore, including the product of the variation
[1 X - 1.1 Xo

Y - 1.1 Yo

and

17XY - (1 + .1 + .1 +.Ol) -1.21

neglecting the product of the variation

S(l + .l + .l) -1.2

The error is seen to be 0.83 percent.
AP-5061-R
Appendix A
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2-5.2 For the compartmentation jet, Xo = 0, x - .1

Yo - I, y .1

Including the product of the variation

XoYo + Xoy + Yox + xy = 0 + 0 + .1 + .01 = .11

and neglecting the product of the variation

XoYo + Xoy + Yox = 0 + 0 + .1 - .1

The error is seen to be 10 percent.

Therefore, the product of the variations were re-

tained in the compartmentation flow equations and

neglected in the peripheral jet flow equations.

AP-501-R
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ii3.0 Completely Linear Eauations

iiLet: KK KK 2KK

1l, =2 (A-56)

fla (A-57)

G ABP o

KD  = 2KA (-1/2 Sin c) ( W-+ - ) (A-58)

= 2L (1-1/2 , Sin Gj) (A-59)FH
KE =2KKAX& (A-60)

G ABP oP~ ~" io = 2KA (1-1/2 i Sin e.)(.- -- ) A-61)

11

ii AP-506l-R
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3.1 Peripheral Jet Flow Equations

The above substitutions into Equations (A-45), (A-46),

(A-47), and (A-48) yield:

71 qs= ri o + (K - KD q f

-,E +- -+ - sin X- ( ) ]) .(A-62)

, 0 +rI 2 0 + 2 2,, C

E- si rb (vt 4.(A-63)'

7T1 r2- UxQO+(ce~-I~f

71 Q3 7ri &Qo + T f

-K+ (2vt +)) (A-64)'
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3.2 Compartmentation Jet Flow Equations

Neglecting the effects of pitching rolling, heaving

and surface irregularities, that is Rik = 1, equations (A-49),

(A-50),--(A-51) and (A-52) become:

C12  1 (C ~ }(-6
U7 7r2'Q1 2 2F C 2 (A-6)

~~r2 s21 .~r2 -Fi C3 2  1P)J[C2
C3 F 5 2 (A-67)

S} (A-68)

~4 r2F

ir2 I 1 2ti- F " 5 - p;4)

" (A-69)

IQ4
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, C. = ^@gas, = A~

1 C12a 1 C 4LET: r2~- r2 - =

r C 1 r2C =KG

FC 12  F1CK

F1  ~ =F 1 i"K

In Equations (A-i41), (A-4l2), (A-4I3), and (A-44ll), letpl, 0

and in the peripherial jet flow equation s let qft

qfj + b.f -r -i-fi+

Substitution of the appropriate flow terms from equations

(A-62) through (A-69) into each pressure equation yields after

cancellation of steady state terms (T Rio KF + KG)

(K + Cx + Ky - KK

AP-5061-R
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El r2 + Y-Df 2

E 7v ooi v 1) (A-Ti)

KC KX+ af 3

(K+K+y KD W3 3) IsKX 2 -Ky 4

KE + iJ T_ E Sin Tb 2vt + q
E ( a +o rb ( f8

H -KE ( + 1 + i ]Z Sin r1b (2vt - 5) + ~ f

T2 Z+f (A-73)
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3.3 Solution of Pressure Equations

3;3.1 Dividing each pressure equation by the coefficient of

S(Kc + Kx + Ky - Kd and denoting the right sides as

[Ci] , Equations (A-70), (A-T.), (A-72), and 'A-73) are now

written in matrix form.

I -B 0 -A p1  Ci

-B 1 -A 0 P2  C2

0 -A 1 -B p3  Cs

-A 0 -B I C4

where

Kx
A c + Kx + KY Kd -

K
B=

AP'-5061-R
Appedli A
Fag. 28
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The general solution of Equation (A-7) is:

p- (_A 2 -B 2 ) B( l A2 - B' ) 2AB A(l+B-A 2  C,

B(.14A 2 -B2) (l-A 2 -B2 ) A(1+B 2 -A2) 2AB C2

1-2(A 2 +B2 )+(A2 -B) 2  2AB A(l+B2 -A 2 ) (-A 2 -B 2 ) B(-+A2 -B 2  Cs

L PA41 A(1+B 2-A2 ) 2AB B( 1+A2 -B3 ) (1-A2-B) C4

(A-75

Fl [Ci]'s from Equations (A-To), (A-TI), (A-72), and (A-73),

can be written in the general form;

KE~z±~±i~E sirb (2vt +
K E  T3 ' -,A -, sin- (2 _ + KDqfi

+ T I X2  "7 2 (2 t ± 1

P. where the signs of the ", , and b terms depend upon which

pressure equation is being expanded.

Completing the solution of the pressure equations

now proceeds with the substitution of the proper terms

pin the [ Ci] matrix.

jj 3.3.2 Flow Terms

The terms can be written as

Kd (A-76)

€ +.yKx + Ky - Kd- .
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3.3.3, Heave Terms

The pitch terms in [Ci] may be written (denoting " as
.):

[c]= "--l+ -)[1i] +  (A-7r)

Kc +K+ K" D

since all of the I terms are positive and the matrix in Equation

(A-75) is symmetrical, the coefficient becomes.:

1 - A2  B 2 + B + BA2 - Bs + 2AB + A +AB 2 -AM

or

(1 + A.+ B)[l - (A - B)2

• L,+,,+B) [1-(,,-B , E
%++ ~A i + , -

Kc + (A-78)
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3.3.4 Pitch Terms

The pitch terms in Ci may be written as (denoting as sl):

F7
"+-1

KE 7D (1 + T2 8) -I

[ 1[ c i ] -- . .. -1 ( A -7 9 )

Kc +Kx +K-K d  +1

Assigning the correct sign on each coefficient

yields!

on P (1-A2-B2 ) -B (14A 2 -B2 ) - 2AB + A(1+B2-A2 ),

on 2 :-(1-A2 -B2 ) +B (14A2-B2 ) + 2AB - A(I+B2-A ),

on T3 :-(I-A 2 -B 2 ) +B (1IA 2-B 2 ) + 2AB- A(+BR-AR),

on T4 : (1-A2-B2 ) -B (14A2 -B2 ) - 2AB - A(1+B-A2).

The 2 and , terms are of opposite sign than

the P, and p4 terms, therefore

1 - A2 - B2  B - BA2 + B 2AB + A +'AB2-A

or (I +A B) [ 1 - (A + B)']

1

1-J - " ( 1-&(A;B A )KE T a)
" (A ef(R-) -1 2KFT

[1 
i+Kx +K Y- 7 (A-8o)
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3.3.5 Roll Terms

Using similar notation as in pitch, the roll

term in ICi] may be written as:

T

KE . (1+ -l) 1
[Ci]E= 2 KEa - - (A-81)

Kc +Kx +Ky Kd
dI Lf 1J

Assigning the correct sign to each coefficient

yields:

on : -(I-A 2 -B2 ) -B(1+A 2 -B2 ) + 2AB + A(t+B2 -A2 )

on p2 : -(I-A2 -B2 ) -B(1*A -B2 ) + 2AB + A(1+B2 -A2)
on p3 : +(l-A 2 -B2 ) +B(1+A 2 -B2 ) - 2AB - A(I+BM-AR)A

on P4 : +(I-A2 -B 2 ) +B(l1+A 2-B 2 ) - 2AB - A(1+B-A )

The P, and T; terms are of opposite sign than the

P and 4 terms, therefore

1 - A2 - B2 + B + BA2 - Bs - 2AB - A - AB2 +A'

or (1 -A + B). [i - (A + B)']

K!

-1AB -1- ES

0 "-2 (A2+BR)+(A -"B ) c+KX+K... dfi +1 2Y

CO L+~+~~b +1
~(A-89)
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3.3.6 Wave Motion Terms

Equations (A-TO) and (A-T3) contain,

n b2vt s

E b

- E 2Tv 7bb 2,rbb
KE. (sin -t cos r cos- -t sin )

)(o TE co b- + sin2Lvt sinH2)

[3Similarly, Equations (A-Ti) and (A-72) contain,

E (sin 9 c b rv sin b

, ~~X -7 X2 ,72.c, - :[7v b 2 -tb
- 2 E (2-rv) (co ± co sin 2~ t sin

[1

IJ AP-5061-R
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The wave terms in [C3 become: 1
E si2wvt~yb E (27,v 27r COS

csin t COS 7rb 1 2 (>~COS-tOBb

KC +I Kx + Ky- ~K D f

C D i

(A-83)

+ [+ E.~ os hYt sin Zrb - 2 -E(7-V sin 2 ~v sinj. ] 1 1
KC + KX + Ky- KD '-f~-

6pi

Assigning the proper sign to thle coefficients yields:

rK E sinco rb 2Tr2E 2rvt..1 Il
-i(14++B)[1 (A-B)2J1 X2 7X aL

A +B

12 B+A'IB'W-
KC +KX + KYK Y-

+1 I
+~~~~~(.~ _II-)1-AB I .X
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p4.0 Equations of Motion
To complete the linearization, the expressions fr the

[transient pressure in each compartment, Equations (A-70), (A-111,

(A-72), and (A-73) will be combined with the equations of motion,

Equations (A-53), (A-54), and (A-55).

p 4. I Heave

From Equation (A-53)

"Z'= .- . ,,

where a)H

L iSubstitution of the pressure terms, as given in general

Fform in Equation (A-75), into the above equation involves
inclusion of the terms defined as the [CiJ matrix which

V! have an effect on the heave motion. This formulation,

which deals with a symmetrical platform will therefore

exclude pitch and roll terms in the heave mode equations.

[1

i

V AP-5061-R
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The applicable terms are:

qfi Equation (A-r6)

IEquation (A-78)

Wave form Equation (A-84) I

Denoting z as s2'i and making. the above substitu-

tions yields:

2 -(1 + A + B) 11 - (A -B) ] KE

S2(A2 + B2 ) + (A2  B 2 )2 ] Kc + 1K x + Ky D f:

((+ s ) T + (qf + 4f2 + 4f. +q'fI) I
-(E sn2r~ 0  rbi 2irVT2 19 2o 2lv rb 1

sin t Cos + Cos - t Cos (A-85)

Note that:

2 (A2 +B 2 ) + (A2 2- 2 )2  (l+A+B)(1+Aa -) (1 -A+B) (1-A -s) .

and

( -) 1 - (A-)2] = (l+A+B)[ 1 - (A+B)].[ I + (A+B)]

Therefore, the coefficient becomes:
KE i

(1-A-B)(Kc +Kx +Ky KD ar)

AP-5061-R <t
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(A B) 1(A +B)

Bx +
Kc+Kx +Ky K D-

Kc + KX + Ky ~K -- Ks -K

D F

Kc K + Ky +K D AKIi~

V therefore:

K~ E K, E~

Ii 2KKA X

21 (1 Gsin + B A1 0 )

(I G ~sine94+ -i 0xs ). )fi]

AP-506l-IL
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Equation (A-85) becomes:

'~ T2--

2 X (I + , s
Gsi(1- + ABPo

+ ABP 3
( + -- ),(f+f+I,~4ABP9) . (qfl + q f2 + qf 3 + 4f.) -

Cz I
x1E

(1- iG sin e) h rbE

+ [i+ ABPo) sin Xa t cog.-7-j-

fil

+ 2rv2 cos - t Cos T b (A86)
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4.2 Pitch

[JFrom Equation (A-55)

11W b
w2 s) 7 +13 4

8C qf) + 7 (1 + Af -l "E 4

Iiri
[1~~~ (1-i-A-B [I1AA+)2 2_______

KC+KX+K-K i)fi

G(KEEo'27r ai b

Lv
2 1rV'a A Ln'2 7r" t si 7b (A-8T)
-rX S W2
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The erm(1 + A Btil - A+B )2]1
1-2(A 2+B2) + (A 2-B 2 ) 2  "T

Qfji
Kc + Kx +Ky - K D d', Kx +Ky

1. A+B K+K y-Kd~

KC.K + +y K -K

Equation (A-87) becomes:

81 S cKCx+KYID~! -K ES

Wc2  H.2 Kc- XD + 2- KyKc+Kx+KYKD

K_____+_ qf +qf, +qf 8+ g+ KD fqf 4 }

2KESKc+YKx+K -KD

Kc + Kx+ Ky - Ku---

sin 2r- t ib (A-88)
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H

Coefficient of terms:

{ fi
Kc-KD + 2K" 2K ( - AP 2F,.

IKA

11o 6 fi aC

[1

(1 ~~ in _7_ )_ +

AP-506l-R
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Coefficient of qfi terms:

K D

Kc KD a? + 2KY

I G AB P o
2KK (1- j sin ) ( + -c-

K (1 1 G V- +AP j + Q
2KKsin 1 ) FI FI

A
1 G AB Po0

(1 - sin ej) (X +-

(i 1 sin e.)[ (1 + ABP° Qfi a_

Coefficient of wave terms:

KE E

c- K-jT + 2KY

2KK X3 (F)

2 I1 1G 3. T ( + A )I] 2Fa

E

1 G + ABP 24f+

2 isin 8)_C 8

AP-5061-.R
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Equation (A-88) becomes:

[3

' 12

1
1 G BP

1] ~~~~ ~ sn (1 ine)[1 + BP rk )

G AB i e ( + a F

[v. ( (1

1 G A B P .o 1 + , a Fl.

(1 - -ifsin6j)l i1 (X1 + -7c) + S+

08s- sin a in =2 t sin 7

i-
; X (q 2  X2q X2 qf).

[1C

11~ (A-89)
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From Equation (A-5l4)

WH - ( 4 + l~ + )[

-EKEI

+ c K + K X + KCKD 6

(A-90)

Coefficient of terms:

KEI

2 K Y.F)

- IG e) 1 (XI + +.)a*f 2F,2Ky~( sin 8 r AP
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Coefficient of C~jterm;

2KKA (1- v i sin e) +

2Ly (1 iG F1 - + ABP alfi+2'A'ain ej v~~J+F~

(1 GG siABP A~ qfb

[j Equation (A-96 -becowes:,

+ T 2 8 )

IA Pi

1 ( - -j Tisin j i -c -a-fi +

1 G ABP
(1 -2 T sin ( + P

1 G- BP afi + b
(1 - .2Rsin (Xi) + c2 +

1f 1 f -f 4 (A-91)
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5.0 Recapitulation of Equations of Motion

5.1 Heave

Equation .(A-86) may be written:

[s +s 2] ~ 2 7~(f + qf + qf. + q41

Z W [..sin t ocog E o rb,

cs-+ Cos ,~-- t Cos

(A-92) I

In Equation (A-02)

=G r AP 731 (A-93)

(l sin 8j (f A) ii
- (x+,,7-2.

CZ 2 K A9~

(l 1 sin ej) X+'-P

4X1 (A-95)

AP-5061-R
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H 5.2 Pitch

Equation (A-89) may be written:

2 + 2ee .+ e2  iWe2 ('fl qf2  4f+f4)

"I2  E coo 7t sin - -27vt E 2rv sin

Hf X2ey~o S~ i-~ in- t2 .4'j~
(A-96)

In Equation (A-96)

F] /X% ( ft '

-2'( sin ej + - P f] 4 ()
I] (A-97)

H 2 e (A-98)

[1 (~1 G~~sn6 x ABP (-9

W~c

II
Af 1j 4+, Vi ' (A-99)

AP -506 l-R
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5.3 Roll

Equation (A-91) may be written:

[2 + 2 CD~ U)0 + w 02] 'W02 ~ (if I + if 2  if 5 3 I

(A-100)~

In Equation (A-1O0): *1 I

Bsin 1 P1 +

(A-1o111

= 2 U) (A-ice)U[

(1- IG +ABP r
sin ) X+ P

c (AC15

a 4Xi V

!I

[j

[;
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APPENDIX I

K FORHERATION OF GEM-SIX D GRES
FREEDO- BODY MOTION EQUATIONS
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[}APPENDIX B

FORMULATION OF G12 SIX DEGREE FREEDOM BODY MOTIONS

fl1.*0 GENERAL EQUATIONS OF VEHICLE MOTION WITH SIX DEGREES OF
FREEDOM

[1 1 .1 Velocity

Consider a body with mass (m), body fixed axes xyz,

inertial system XYZ and rotating with angular velocity .

Thomson (Ref. 2) shows that the absolute velocity of any point

I on the body is:

1, -Vo + vRIC + x fi (B-1

Lwhere

Vo = velocity of origin of xyz relative to XYZ

VREL - velocity of point relative to xyz

x r - velocity of point due to the rotation of body

II

AP-5061-R
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Since xyz is a body-fixed axes, it is apparent that there

can be no velocity of the body relative to xyz. Therefore,

Equation (B-1) becomes:

ri= Vo + I x r' (3-2)

1.2 Momentum

Since linear momentum is the product of the mass of the

body and its instantaneous velocity and angular momentum is

defined as the moment of the linear momentum, it can be shown

that the angular momentum of the body is given by:

Eo = iir x mi Vi

- Zri xm i (Vo + I x Ft)

7 ~ 1 x M1 (I x 'FL) - Vo x E mi 7r1  (B-3)
iI

Integrating over the body and noting that if the origin

of xyz coincides with the center of mss

7,ri umi 0 (B-4)

AP-5061-R t
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1 Therefore, the angular momentum written as components in zys

become:

I] Eo = x T + hy] + h, (B-5)

a t Defining the moments of inertia about the xyz axes

IX=y y' + ') dm. €,

Iily S(X2+ Z2) dM

zI IZ X2 + V2 ) d

B and the products of inertia as:

I1I]1 y" , .-,.

yII z zd

fIt can be shown that the angular momentum components about

xyz become:

AP-5061-R
Appendix I
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hx =Ix x - xyy- IxzI

hy lyy IXy IZp (-

h= IzU = -1Xx= z - 1Yzy

Assuming that the xyz axes are the principal axes (those

axes about which the products of inertia go to zero) the

angular momentum becomes:

To = IwXT + IY 03 + IZWE (B-9)

1.3 Moments II
Thomson shows that the moment about the mass center of

a body is equal to the time derivative of the moment of

momentum about this point.-=

=o Eo + ID x Eo

(hx. + h z) + x o (-10)

The cross product U x To is shown to be the rotation

of vectors hIT, hyl and hIk due to w y..,and co

AP-5061-R I
Appendix 5Page 4
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orJ

1o X Ro (uyh. -w why)! + (ohlx w- xh)l

+ (%Ih - myh 1 ) 31

Equation (B-10) then becomes:

where

Ii =My iy + aDzh 1  - cxhz (-3

fi lz ~z + wxh~y - wyh1

Equation (B-8) substituted into Equation (B-13) neglecting the

products of inertia yields:

M.-Ie) + ICDzi) - I(DC

My - xx(y+ XD z y yyz

11 ",- I +* -, - Iz,,,,o, (J1~

1''im lyUyCWX IXwxwey

AP-5061-R
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1.4 Forces

Thomson also denotes the force acting on the ses as:

-= FxT + F + Fj (1-15)

With the xyz axes system being body fixed and rotating

with the mass, the force components in the x, y and z directions

may be determined from:

m di + z ( )
WE

These components are seen to be:

m(v 1  + V - Vywy3 )

Fy= m(vy + vew. - x ) -17)

Fz  = M(Vz + Vywx  - Vey )

1.5 Recapitulation of Motion Equations

The general equations of motion, written in GEM terminology

become:

AP-5061-R
Appendix 3
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W€

Fy - 8)+and (B-18)

F O

and

Mx IX0 + (I-Ily)e

n prpu s f , (a f1 +
IV'lz + (Iy -I.)e*0

U? The forces and moments comprising the left sides of

V Equations (B-18) and (B-19) will be shown to include such

quantities as propulsive forces, aerodynamic forces, ground

H effect forces and the moments resulting from these forces.

I Let the left sides of Equations (B-18) and (B-19) be
expressed as:{I

FY ZF, Y X

13FS -ZF, MZ N

AP-5061-R
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2.0 PARTICULAR "SIX-DEGREE FREEDOM" EQUATIONS

The terms comprising the six equations will be given as

"full range" parameters, i.e., they will not be pekturbated

about a steady-state point, as were the equations for pitch,

roll and heave in Appendix A. The terms will also be normalized

in such a manner as to give dimensionless equations.

2.1 Forward Velocity

Propeller Thrust

fx= (Tp + Ta).

let

T

C

and thrust term becomes

fx = wC (Tp + a') (B-20)

Parasite Drag

At this point it will be well to define "relative wind"

as the combination of vehicle velocity and wind.

AP-5061-R
Appendix B
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Let the vehicle have a heading relative to XYZ

inertial system and let there be a wind .at an angle B

ff with the inertial system. The relative wind can then

be expressed by:

Bx =ux + VW coos(.A-*)

and

F1 u U + Vw sin( -*)yr y

Expanding the sine and cosine terms and letting

U
x

S ULI y a

VW-
VW

AP-5061-R
Appendix B
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Uxr = b[D + . (FBcos o' + sin* p sin v'](B-21)

Uyr = a +hVw (sinp coso - cosa sin*) (5-22)

The relative wind will be used primarily as a drag

force and will therefore appear in the equation as UL2 xr

and U2  As the square destroys the sign of the terms,, y r "

they will henceforth be written as foflows:

Vu2, bI + Vw(cosos1oP + sin-sinW) + VV(cos~coP + si nfhintp (B-23)

U2 yr =a 2 +h V (sin cos* - cospsin)[ + k Vw(sinkcos - cospsin (B-24)

I -

The parasite drag can then be defined as:

fH = c~qAB

drag coefficient (cD) here is related to

base area rather than frontal area.

11and U2,'x from Equation (B-23) yields:

AP-5061-R
Appendix B
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f - D x + 2 (cos~cos* + sin3sin U V(coStcoS* + Sinsi (B-25)

Positive Pitch Angle

fx= -PA.A sin 0

It is noted that in the steady-state, P.A. is very

nearly equal to the vehicle weight (Wc). It is therefore

assumed that the force due to a positive pitch angle (nose

up):

fx= Wc e

Since e is small, sin e = e (radians)

Let = a

The force due'to positive pitch angle

becomes:

f 2  - (B-26)

[
Momentum Drag

I

AP-5061-R I
Appendix 3
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II where

Qf= total volume flow to fans

[and

x= b + r.w (cos~cos* + sinkesin*

f~~j= -QfbUx + Vw (cos~cois* + hint~sin*) (B-7

The summation of forces in the x direction equated
. to the x component of Equation (B-18) yields.

Wc

and ege+ ct Cr- We ?us + o )

c -506b2

2- - i4x + VW(cospcos* + h in*s in*)[U + Vw(cospccs*p + s in#nW

Ias 1"

2hb - + (cospcos* +

dTxIKLet x -& y Y

where

'x T'y a

and neglect ezbecause of relative-magnitude,

AP-5061-R
Appendix 5
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dI1

CDPgA~b 
-

2W + -(coscos, + sin~sin*)~T + V(cosacos* + sinosin#1

-2 x - Q f ~ + 3-8
-W- Vmx + COScos~p sinpoin*v

2.2 Side Velocity

Parasite Drag

The relative wind is given in Eqiuation (B-24) as

Uyr =ajD a Vw (sinfcos* - cospsin~p)J[11 + -k (sinpcos* cospoin#)

The parasite drag then becocmes:

f 2& Ur

c~p~au + V,, (sinfcos*v - cospsinip)jD + Vw. (sinpcos* -cospoinV)]

(B-29) I

AP -5061 -R I
Appendix B
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IIt is noted that this term contains the. same drag

coefficient as the equivalent term in the forward velocity

equation. It is therefore modified by the ratio of planform

length to width (b/a).

Positive Roll

f - W s = w - (B-3o)Ii PBABs'n = Wa

whereF!
a

Momentum Drag

f = QfpU~ Qfpa[ +.h V, (sin~cos~t cos~sin~p (B-31)

H The summation of forces in the y direction equated to

the y component of Equation (B-18) yields:

+ - = QfPa D + -h Vw (ainipcos - coasuin*]

+hbW L' sinpcos# cossin*]+--- -  Dy + w(i~~csI - bcos~satnco1  - €s+s a -

AP-5061-R
VI Appendix B
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Le t y E .

where
U U

y .I =-

and neglect 6z because of relative magnitude,

dOw y +  (ic, -s + osV-
-t -W-- + Vw(ik~o cos~sin*)]+ I

C~jgA b 70+ k V -sncm cospsintp)jT + -k Tw(sinIcos*"- cospoinvj. bD

(B-32) ]

2.3 Yaw

The yaw component of Equation (B-19) is:

Mz Iz + (I I)

The external moments that constitute the left side 'of the

above equation will include the differential thrust on the

propellers and aerodynamic forces due to side velocity (relative

wind).

AP-5061-R
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'Differential Thrust

Let ap be the moment. arm of the propellers and the

moment about z due to propeller thrust becomes:

li a p W ( --') (B-33)

It is reasonable to assume that any properly designed

fvehicle will have a certain ,amount of yaw stability. This

will arise from aerodynamic forces due to a side velocity.

[V (side-slip) which produces a moment opposite to the angle

of yaw. It is quite obvious that this "weather vane"

effect must be built in the vehicle, lest the operator

F be continually "riding" the yaw control.

If this force is defined as a drag force due to.a

side velocity it is seen that:

mz = D bw (B-34)

where

bw= "moment arm" of relative wind (aft

of vehicle c.g.)

and

U = relative wind given in
Yr

1Equation (B-22)

AP-5061-R
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These external moments equated to Equation (5-19)

yield:

S apgWc
= z S

+ cDpgA Bbbwa . ~sncs+ 2i, + cossin i + b Vw(sincosW - cos~sinj (B-35)

2.4 Pitch

Equation (A-96) of Appendix A gives the normalized,

linearized equation for pitching motion due to variations

in fan flow and wave disturbance. Neglecting, for thepresent,

the wave disturbances, the equation is:

s2 +2 s+ W2] = 2
ee 1 f ('f 1 't 2  'f + 'f )

From which

2C w-. U2 '
= - e

W2e ('fl 'f2 'f3 + 'f,) (B-36)

AP-5061-R
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The external moments indicated by My in Equation (B-19)
and which will apply also to the above equation will be shown

to include moments arising from aerodynamic forces, propulsive

forces and surface displacements.

Up to this point in the formulation it has been assumed

i that the surface over which the vehicle was "flying" was rigid,

that is, there has been no allowance for the surface to deflect

Bdue to a change in surface pressure as will occur whe, a vehicle
"flies" over water. This characteristic, which will be

analytically described in detail in Appendix C, is a necessary

parameter in a complete formulation.

i It is shown in Appendix C, Equation (C-52) that the mean

slope of the water surface as a function of forward velocity is:

12 sin a (sin - coa)

where

a

BIt can be seen that as a vehicle "flies" over the water

surface at some forward velocity (Ux) it will tend to follow

the shape of the surface deflection, that is, as forward speed

AP-5061-R
I1 Appendix 5
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increases, the vehicle will tend to nose up due to the formation

of an uphill slope beneath it. It will continue to pitch up

until the "hump" speed* is reached at which time the vehicle

will return to a near horizontal altitude.

As this water slope (ew) can be thought of as a disturbance,

it can be included in Equation (B-35). Normalized to Equation

(B-36) the disturbance becomes:

W b r 2 s n a 03n l O a2 ( -37)2fPwABh U . . a "

In addition to the above description of water surface

behavior, it will be well at this point to include the term

which describes the transient behavior of the surface due to

pitching motions. This term, as fully described in Appendix C,

is seen to modify the w2 e term of Equation (B-36) by

(62I

*"Hump speed" is defined as the speed at which the slope
of the water is a maximum.

AP-5061-R
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where

16 + E 2 sina Cos.)

CD e a (3-38)
1 + W 16 IV

[Pitching Moment due to Propeller Thrust

Me = -Zp (Tp + TO )

Zp = moment arm of propellers

Normalized to Equation (B-36) the above term

becomes:

B e Z W cbg
Me  =-C + (T O+ )  (B39)

Pitching Moment due to Aerodynamic Lift

If the aerodynamic lift does not act through the

[I vehicle c.g. and it can be shown that it does not, there

will occur a pitching moment due to forward velocity.

Defining the aerodynamic lLft. as

fZ C I)

AP-5061-R
.. Appendix 5
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For the pitch mode,. only the forward velocity will

be considered.

With the relative wind from Equation (B-23) and

normalizing to Equation (B-36)) the aerodynamic pitching

moment becomes:

CLPA bx .IMe c I, x + Tw(C°Ssps + si i?) Ix+ V w o*+ snsnP(-0

Appendix C shows the variation of base pressure due to

forward and side velocity. This term which produces an

increase in base pressure in the forward compartments and

a decrease in pressure in the aft compartments, produces.

a nose up (+e) moment. I]

The variation in base pressure depends upon the

relative wind as do the aerodynamic forces,. Normsliz-

ing to Equation (B-36) this moment becomes:

M PgABb' (.29a) + +i
4hI y (a+b+2a7.1 ,)x + I.(co. ost I.,, i[ wcos0cos s '"s'*j :

0B-41~

AP-5061-R
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17 The sunmation of the above outlined pitching moments when

substituted into Equation (B-36) yields:

d 2e 2C e

-II
TEE WE C'

e if -'f 2  -f+if)

+ ~c sin a (sine a -o g) + 'TO)

{+ PgAB b4 c .xry + 0.2 +2a c s c ps + s in ~sin 'p)l~ x + V.(c s cOS ' +o s* l+ si l 'd i.
-IH___ 

___ -b 
4*EI+2 Y, lr ~ c s c

[I (B-42

[1 2.5 Roll

Equation (A-10) of Appendix A shows the'normalized, linearized

equation for rolling motions as a function of fan flow variations.

LIRewriting this equation:

dfj -2C~w d -

I1 +°  W°  (if+ if'I U'f ') ("IiI

I, AP-5061-R
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The external rolling moments indicated in Equation (B-19)

are assumed to arise only from aerodynamic forces.

The change in water surface slope is neglected because it

is not anticipated the vehicle will travel at high speeds in

the side direction. It is further assumed that "side slipping"

at high forward speeds will occur above the hump speed. The

transient behavior of the surface due to rolling motions will

be included however.

As there might exist crosswinds of appreciable magnitude

the aerodynamic moment due to relative wind will be included

as well as the moments due to an increase in base pressure at

forward velocity.

As in pitch the term which describes the transient behavior

can be shown to modify the a? term of Equation (B-43) by:

(1 -710c

where
16 1W2x 1 2 sin a ox

1 +16 Tv

AP-5061-R.
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B This term is more fully, described in Appendix C.

With the relative wind from Equation (B-24 ) and normalizing

to Equation (B-43), the aerodynamic rolling moment becomes:

S-LPgA bya • + k V (sicos-cos~sin..)Jty +."4h Ix  y + a W s [{ Dc s '  a Vw~sirnoos*cosaSiln*

(B- 5)-

As shown in Appendix C the variation of base pressure due

to velocity produces a rolling moment as:

O - pgAab(O'365a) + +Vw(sin4cos*_cossinI)y + V(sinecos*-cospsin*).€ ' y+(~+bT)~ a "- Jsrcs.o~l,

B1
Equation (B-43) then becomes:

+- pgAiabcfy os.365s si# V (sinfcosV#-cospsin*)
a x

+  (a+b+2bu l. Y&-'IT

AP-5061-R
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It is noted that the products ie and i; were neglected

because of their relative magnitude in the pitch and roll

equations.

2.6 Heave [
The normalized, linearized equation of motion in the heave

mode from Equation (A-92) (neglecting wave disturbance) is:

d27 C- W
= 2C~aj - 2 cog Q-q 1 qf+f+q 4

As shown in Appendix C, the frequency term in the above

equation will be modified by a term that shows the transiont

behavior of the water surface due to heaving motions.

The w 2j term becomes (I - ! ) w*!

where

W '+ E-2 cosg~)[W7 W

AP-5061-R
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As stated previously, the lift due to the trapped pressure

is augmented by an aerodynamic lift arising with velocity. It

is assumed that the lift due to side-velccity is small and may

be neglected. Hence, only the forward velocity will be considered.

It is further assumed that the variation of base pressure due to

ft forward velocity. is nearly balanced fore and aft and may .be

neglected,

The aerodynamic lift term is:

F c LpAD g U2I z 2W " hw xr

or with U from Equation (B-23)

Fx P g j (cos~cs* + ig' i*-~ + Vw (cospcos# + sipsin*)

(B- *9)

V The equation for heave motion then becomes:ti
(with additional terms from Equation (B-18))

AP-5061-R
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ce' ! q + qf. + q.+
cC

pA bt  + V,(cosjcos* + airgsin*I [rD + V.(Coslcos* + [i~i# 15)
ywchn (~5)
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i
ii

APPENDIX C

SURFACE DEFLECTIONS AND BASE PRESSURE
VARIATIONS DUE TO FORWARD VELOCITY

p

i

ii
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SURFACE DEFLECTIONS AND BASS
PRESSURE VARIATIONS DUE TO FORWARD VELOCITYH

1.0 Surface Deflections

To more fully describe the behavior of a vehicle hovering

and maneuvering over water it was necessary to investigate the

behavior of the water surface when subjected to a uniform

1] pressure over the surface. The following then, presents a two

dimensional problem solution of standing waves in a stream of

infinite depth due to a uniform pressure distribution over a

Hfinite length of the surface.
The general solution of the problem is given by J. J. Stoker*

Ui in his book Water Waves in the fcrm of an integral of an

analytic function.

H List of Symbols (used in this appendix only)

x - horizontal space coordinate

1 y - vertical space coordinate

t - time

n(x,t) - surface displacement (from y = 0)

U - free stream velocity

po - pressure on the surface
iI *Reference 3

AP-5061-R
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List of Symbols (Cont'd)

p -water density[

g - gravity

- velocity potential

y

SUFACE -x .

sU~E x

FIGURE C-1, POSITIVE SENSE OF COORDINATES

In brief, the problem is formulated as follows: (See II
Chapter 7 of Reference 3).

The velocity potential must satisfy the LaPlace Equation.

V10 = oxx + "yy' = 0 (C-1)

AP-5061-R
Appendix C
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For the general case where r is a function of time, the

[surface conditions are given by:

P+ g q + 0t + UOx + 1 U2 0

P tati y= 0 (C-2)

Note that the letter subscripts denote partial differentiation.

For deep water, 5 and its derivatives must be bounded at

y] Y = - .. Also, to obtain a unique solution, Stoker uses the

condition that upstream waves die out (at x =

Assuming a steady wave form, i.e., independent of time,

.and introducing the analytic function f(Z) of the complex

variable x + iy whose real part is 0, Stoker finds the solution

Ht
Poi- z #

f(Z) ,- • e log .t - dt (C-3)
+it~o

fwhere

f(Z) : * (x, y) + i .(x, y) (C-4)

AP-5061-R
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The value of 0 obtained from Equations (C-3) and (C-4)

'-satisfies the boundary conditions mentioned as well as the

condition that the surface pressure is po over the region from

-a to +a.

iY

a .

PO

FREE

FIGURE C-2 [

Stoker states that Equation (C-3) must be integrated from I1
+ iam (positive imaginary axis) to any point (Z) in the lower

half plane (negative y).* Interest here is the surface shape

which will be obtained by evaluating ri from the first of

Equation (C-2). Noting that 0 and ri are independent of time

we obtain

1 - Po (+U 2 + IU1x)• (C-5)
P9 " [o po

*The path of integration must incircle the origin and the points
(-a, o) and (+s, o) in a counterclockwise fashion.

AP-5061-R
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Since the equation for n contains not 6 but its derivative

[1 with respect to x, it will be convenient to differentiate f(Z)

with respect to x.

Equation (C-4) then yields

fx = hx + i x (c-6)

It is noted that partial differentiation of a function

of Z with respect to x is the same as total differentiation

-I with respect to Z because:

az C
T = r. (x + iy) = (C-7)

Differentiation of Equation (C-3) yields:

fi df poi i e-0zelot -a

H +x r- = - T, + ao, -:d

+ • • log Z-"+ (C-8)

AP-5061-R
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iZ
fx =  pr e log t +t- a dt

log-- (C-9)

Integrating the first term by parts gives:

+ gtlog t-a dt =-il e-4- l ogZ a

t -a Z +a

z - oi z -, (ct

+ i S e d

t a t 1 a

Substituting E,,uation (C-10) into (C-9). yields-:

i -i ~ t
XU S t a-

Lo

z Z - aC Zi-)
log -- - , log Z-a-1

AP-5061-R
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It is seen that the latter two terms will cancel. The term

[1 remaining to be integrated does not yield elementary functions

but rather yields an infinite power series upon successive

I i integration by parts. Therefore, to obtain numerical solutions,

Equation (C-11) will be Integrated numerically. Letting b denote

a particular point on x, Figure C-3 shows the four regions of

interest.

Also, define:

ot (C -12)

-ab (C- 13)

PT r (C-14)a

[1 xE= (C-15)

AP-5061-R
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J- a-b -a +a

S.A.) -" < -.- B. .-~>

I

C.) +b, $<I I D..) +b, B>1

ly

(-b + ia)

5 f

FIGURE C-3, FOUR REGIONS OF INTEREST
AND INTEGRATION PATHS

I
AP-5061-R
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Define five paths of integration:

p (1) Let t = iy, dt = idy

~>y > a

(2) Let t = x + ia, dt = dx

j (3) Let t = b +iy, dt = idy

Sa y o

[1 (4) Let t = x + ia, dt =dx

SO; x > -b

H (5) Let t = -b + iy, dt = idy

IIa y >- 0

Figure C-3 shows the possible paths of integration.

UPaths (1), (4) and (5) will determine x for -b, 1 > 1.

H Paths (1), (2), (3), (4) and (5) will determine 0x for -b,

< 1; +b, E > 1 and +b, < 1 provided the dashed (closed)

11 paths shown are added to (1), (2), (3), (4), and (5).

AP-5061-R
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In view of Equations (C-5) and (C-1l) the function to be

integrated is:

z
pUf &ix 8 o txx - e a d

(C-16)

The five integrals now become:

Path (1)

=~~ d-,.- -.IS e

=+ + Ie"-zy d l

Tj,+ 1

AP-5061-R
Appendix C
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0

Path (2)

- ()=eia(c +1), (y i +F + d)

0

=- (cosae+ i -iaE e de

B s( - E - I) + 12+1

0

(E +T32 + )(TI

Appendix C
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S [~+Ii7t - e+1sin ac (~1u E1N1

.Cosax de

(E-__ e1)2+ ) ~ - E+1)2+i)i~E E :

(C- 18)

Path (3)

0

1()= 5eka(e+ ) -id~j

e ib 1 e~ t\T-in i1 - d~a~r

0 1

AP-5061-RI
Appendix C
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cosa +m~ -a. -

(3) 1 2+coc15 -ly IM T1'3 -

0

fi .+ j r fz (e d 1 e

H 0.

foa -Ieay (C- 19)

H Pa th (4f)

- ~ ~ ~ a (cosQE dcr~)(1 ~~' ii+) d

I AP-5061 -R
Appendix CI L 
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-(( 1 2 E+ 12 + ) si e -( t) +(E )2 )C I* I

(C-20)

Pa th (5) I

0I

AP -5061 -R
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11 1(5) = + O e

H

(5 1+( f3+l) .

S i+ [si(r- •

0

H

ina + e --ayd-qc-1

1 71o;

I In order to define the closed paths (dashed paths of Fig-

ure C-3) needed to supplement the five preceding integrals

when integrating to one of the four regions of interest we will

make use of Cauchy's Integral Formula.

Cauchy's Integral Formula states:

fl If f(Z) is regular in a region, then the formula

AP-5061-R
Appendix C
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f f(Z) Z ~ d

is valid f or every simple, closed, positively oriented

path for every point Z in its interior.

or !I

f( =C 2rif(Z) (C-22) I
For example: I

let f(C) = eit 

= t, d = dt .i

Z = -1

therefore

d = dt

.- it dt = (2ri) (-e-iX)

= -2e - i = -2 (cosa -isinr)

where - is an arbitrary multiplier.

AP-5061-R
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In Equations (C-17) through (C-21) let:

F1  - - s n e dEB 7_E7P +1

F2 = +1 (e- "OcE dE

FS = i (.+l)T+) sT ) E dE

(C-23)

FGs = c ((E 2+- +(E+1 e7 dIE

0G5 e -l(4,n di

Now with the five. paths of integration, the integrals

themselves and the closed paths defined, we may define the

Ii function 7x for the four regions of interest.

AP-5061-R
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For the region Z = -b, 1 (Figure C-33)

I •I
7x =e-a II + (Fi F4) e-1 + i (Fe + F3) e-

- G, cos - Gs sinzm& + i (Gi sin - G3 coMM)] ,

if • =  = cosa- + i sim 11

x= I cosac + e-I (Fj - F4 ) 'osop - e- (F2 + F3 ) sino.

- Ga coa sinr - 01G coscg5

+ Gs cosaf sina - G.sin2afD

;x = I j cosa - G, + (F1 - F4) e-cos

- '(F, +.F3 ) e- ,ia. (C-24)

For the region Z = - 1 (Figure C-3A)

Equation (C-24) will apply for this region provided the

following term from Cauchy's integral is added:

AP-5061-R
-Appendix C
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H -2 e -' 2e=

H~~ = -2Cosa (1 i - na (1-p

H -. = - 2 Cosa(1-p

2 = -Cosa cosasi2 sin st-a

Ox 1, coai G, + (Fl - F4 ) e-cxcoa (F2 + F 3 ) eSira?;-

-2 Cosa -cosa - 2 sinrx sinhx (C-25)

For the region Z = b <1 (Figure C-3C)

=x e %I1 + (FI. - F4 )e-x -i(F 2 + 3eX

H-G, cosaL G3 s ina i (G1 sim- -. G3 coqab1

if e-0 = Cosat: - ir

=t 11 cosaP + (F, F4 )e- cosaP (F2 + F3)e sinas

-G, cos2cd - G3 COlaP SiIMz,

-G, sinactP + G3 COL BinaP

AP -5061 -R
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OX Ii cosoa - G1 + (F1 - F4)e COSQ - (F2 + Fs)e simp

.The additive term due to Cauchy's integral

- 2e -  = - 2e-ia(1+9) = - 2 cosa (1+)

- 2 sina. (1+)

Therefore, 3

= Ii cos4 - G, + (F, -F4)e" coaP - (Fz +F F) " simf I
- 2 cosa cosap + 2 sirv srin (C-26)

For the region Z = +b, > 1 (Figure C-3D)

The same open path as the previous region will apply here

if the following closed path is added:

(- 2e -1 A e ia) + (2ei-P eim) = + 4 sim sincit

Therefore,

I . cosO - G, + (F, - F)e-= coo - (F2 + F3 )e0 '4i StM

+ 4 sim simA (C-2T) I
AP-506l-1
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As stated previously, the integral given in Equation C-l

and hence the integrals occurring in Equations (C-24) thru (C-2T)

will not yield an elementary function but rather zn infinite power

series upon successive integration by parts.

fIn order to numerically integrate the functions of interest,

Simpson's Rule was applied to the integrals and a digital computer

program developed to evaluate the functions.

It is obvious that the expressions derived in the foregoing

section are far too complex to be of any use other than as a

comparison for the approximate formulation in the following

section. Therefore, for purposes of comparison, several wave

l' shapes were determined utilizing the above formulation and the

Digital Computer. These surface shapes are shown graphically

U in Figure (C-4).

i

AP-5061-R
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1.1 Simplification of Wave Shape

To obtain a more convenient expression for the wave shape,

tf the following equation was developed which is seen to very closely

approximate the shapes shown in Figure C-4.

Si + -2 cosa (i ) (c-26)

where

fI
e here is a function of a (see Equation C-50)

ii

II y
FIGURE C-5
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Equation (C-28) represents a traveling wave of fixed

shape moving with the craft. Note the change in coordinates

in Figure C-5.

The average vertical displacement of the surface is

obtained by integrating Equation (C-28) from x = -b to x = b

and dividing by 2b.

Zo Po 1 b K d

=OPC 1 + e 2- 2 co sa ( 1 - ) dx_
Zopg '-b l + * 2 o s 1 s

- (1 + ) 2b + 2 sina (1 x)
pg 2b I-b

1-b~

Po sin ) (c-29)

The general slope of the water surface will be obtained

by finding the slope of the best straight line approximation

to Equation (C-28). This is done by making the integral of

the square of the difference a minimum.

AP-5o61-R
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PI.......use

[Let

Zi (x) = A + Bx - (C-30)

H +b (Z. - ZW)2 dx (C-31)
I = -b

The best values of A and B .will be obtained if:

H :
H0

H~ = 2 2(Z - Z1 ) dx 0

S- (C-33)

+b 2 (Zi- Z) x dx =0 (C-33)
-b

HWith Equations (C-28) and (C-30), Equations (C-32) and

(C-33) yield:

.. = - 1- + Bx +.2 cosa (1- ) dx =0 (C-34)

IAP-5061-R
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b+b
-b 1dx L + bx + 2x COS a  dx 0 (C-35

L dx b- -b) = 2b (C-36)

-b 2 2)

5xdx y (b2 b) 0 (C-37)

sb 3 b 2

S ibX dxc b C-b)a 2 b (C-38)

SCosQ1 dx + +sin 2aL(-9

Using Equations (C-36) through (C-40), Equations (C-34)
and (C-35) become:

2b (A -- 2 -sin 2a 0

or,

A =sin 2aA 1 (c-41)

AP-5o61-R
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d b B + 2 -ay(1 -co 2- a sin a) =0

B
or B = - *- (1- cos 2a- a sin.2a)

6 = - 6 si (i.n -cosa) (c-42)

To obtain the maximum slope Equation (C-42). is differentiated

with respect to a and equated to zero.

I- This yields:

cosa = 2 +2(1- Q2) (C-43)
3 -1k a j~

U The lowest root of the above equation is:

= 1.753, siva _ 0.561, cos a =-0.1812

fl The maximum value of B becomes

11 B, m - (0.561) (0.561 + .0.1812)

2.498&~ (C-44)
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Therefore, the maximum slope is:

249 Pn
pgma PS B a pg (C-4l5)

Numerical value of c -- t
The parameter e is a function of a and is obtained by

making the approximate expression for water surface given in
Equation (C-28) conform as closely as possible to the exact
value given in Section 1.

Let the eXact solution be defined as:

(C-46)t

and the approximate value be defined as in Equation (C-28) [

Define now the sum of the squares of the variation as: {

The i's represent N distinct, uniformly spaced points at
which r0 and - are evaluated. It is seen that making Z a mini-
mum provides the best possible value for e. This is done by
making the first derivating zero.

AP-5061-R
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Expanding the square of Equation (C-148) yields:

+~ - 2c (7) +e

'jj and

, dX = 2 (,i - T ) + 2 , 1 - o (C-49)

[1 or
Z()- . -. , (C-50)

H The values of e for various values of m are determined
using results of the exact solution from the Bendix Digital

Computer. These values are shown graphically in Figure C-6.

I
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1.0

0.8 .

0.6

0. 2

FIGURE C-6

The mean displacement (A) and the mean slope of the water
surface (B) in dimensionless equations now become:

SinczA + lc - 2-- a cosa C-1

bE 6 !~:~(i C'-cos'(-)

CL -
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2.0 Effects of Relative Wind Upon Base Pressure

To further describe the effects of forward and side

velocity (relative wind) upon vehicle characteristics, the

iinduced pressure around the vehicle due to relative wind
will be investigated.

2.1 If, in Equation (I) (AP-5047-R), an ambient pressure Pai
is included on the right side of the equation, the end

result can be seen to be the redefining of the parameter B,

Li such that

(Pi Pai )

p V

[I From Equation. A-33), the following steady-stateequation

can be written for the peripheral jets, in general,

H Qi -2K K (1- f sin.9) PI - -(Po - rai) (C53)
C

Also for compartment jets from Equation (A-3T)11
Cik K
C 2 (lik " Klik - ik ('Fi - Pik) (C-54)

In the above equations, note that

PiA B

I Cik

Cik

pikm AP-5061-R
Appendix C
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In the steady state .1

.L M 72 412 + " r 41 It

- C (C-55)

- C~ji 7r 2 432+ C 7r 2 4

'n2~ih 44.14  + e2R&7T2 4431

If Equations (C-55) are expanded using Equations (C-53) and

(C-54), they will yield a steady-state equation for each base
sector. Assuming continuity (the net flow out of a sector is
zero) when the Pai' are zero and also a i increase on each1

pressure when Pai's are not zero yields the following set of

equations: fl

K yF 1 G sing)

7c

CH
~C. 2 a.j.4=- CZ -

(1C + C 7 . ~ z- (C -56 )
-o F1 34aLA

(I1+ 1 ) Z4 beS F1t n a4 I
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Letting A C 1 +IA

C,(l+ Y7.)

H
The solution of Ai written in matrix form is:

H (l-A2 -32 ) B(I+A2 -B2 ) 2A3 A( l+B:2 -A 2 )- / (1+7F.

2 B (l+A2 -B2) (l-A2-B2 ) A(1+3 -A2 ) 2AB P /(l+7 )

2AB A(l+B2-A2) (-A 2 -B2) B(l+A2-B2 ) Fa /

H A, - A(+1 2 -A2 ) 2B D].+A2 _--) .A _7k2

(C-57T)

where LDJ - determinant of coefficients.

Assumin- that A, acts at the center of the sector C" C~2' 2

the equations for pitching and rolling moments are seen 
to be

l Appendix C
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I-and (A f+-

fron + 1. 5sie - 0.23 (C-0)f

2.2 Assumed Ambient Variations Due to Forward Velocity I
The assumed induced pressure coefficients are as follows:

Due to forward velocity (+ U)

front +0.35 qy

sides -0. 23 qx (C-60)

rear -0.23 [1
Due to side velocity (+ U )i

y

front - 0.23q

rear - 0.23 q (C-61 )

port side -. 0.23 qy

starboard side + 0.5 qY

where q -= p UX
2
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1~ 0.23% -X0.23 qX

V /2 023
I] 0.

a 2

POSITIVE FORWARD POSITIVE SIDE
VELOCITY VELOCITY

FIGURE C-7

INDUCED PRESSURE COEFICIUTS

i In pitch:.

Ii P -P -0.23%

-3 a2 0.232b 015- 02b
Paz Paga i+ b qX.

2

Equation (C-58) then becomes

A B , 2 . 5
(1A 2+. 3 27. 2j

recalling that -v-, Pi
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AM AT 0.29 ab (C-62)
(+ A~ 7(a + b)

In roll:

Pa =-P 0. 5b- .,
a* a4  a

Equation (C-59) become.i:

M. -C12(0.23) q ya + O bq

-A.B 0.3A65s ab qy(C-63)
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{] 3.0 Effect of Water Dynamics Vpon Body Motim-

As a vehicle pitches, rolls, or heaves there are restor-

1 ing moments and forces generated. It is assumed that in the

fpitching mode this restoring moment is given by the following:
(See Figure C-8)

11

Ii[1.FIGURE C-8

JI

V19 -- AP ABb (C-65)

P above is measured from a horizontal surface. If the vehicle

is over water this angle will not be simply 9 but:
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&0 - e[

Where 8- A

Equation (C-65) becomes:

K +
1 16eK

In elementary terms the equation of motion in pitch may be

written:

where MY' are external moments

and substituting Equation (C-66) into Equation (C-67) yields:
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I1or 16K

e +~ W ~r

16 e 7

>" ++ 7• -y c

or

, 1- ____.___\I.'1 *O __ __ __(C-67)

Ii A similar approach rill yield the equivalent terms in

roll and heave motions.

Defining the modifying terms as er0' R, and K, we have:

161

- W1 (C-68)

IPae 39

+ 2 V lue2~ ~~ Pw A B i - o

2 X1 + C. 2 sieo
II

• 16 Ix(C-69)
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1 + t6D2: ,A I]

Note that to make the terms afunction of fcorwardVelocity

(to die out at high speed) the term'(I + C - 2C I

added to the above termW.

This takes into account the time response of the weater

surface. At high speed the GEM base is above a given point on [I

the water for such a short time that the surface may deflect only

a small amount (compared with its static deflection) before the GIM

has passed by. fl

I
Ii
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-l 4RIlattb Mmuactung Dmsio

MiAVim, Ais.

<i

APPENDIX D

K ANALOG COMPUTER DIAGRAM

~I1

II
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